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ABSTRACT
PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
LARGE SPARSE INEQUALITY SYSTEMS ON 
DISTRIBUTED MEMORY ARGHITECTURES
Esma Turna
M.S. in Computer Engineering and Inforrmition Science 
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Mustafa Ç. Pınar 
August, 1998
In this thesis, several ¡Darallel algorithms cire proposed and utilized for the so­
lution of large sparse linear inequality systems. The parallelization schemes are 
developed from the coarse-grain parallel formulation of the surrogate constraint 
method, based on the partitioning strategy: ID partitioning and 2D partition­
ing. Furthermore, a third parallelization scheme is developed for the explicit 
minimization of the communication overhead in ID partitioning, by using hyper- 
graph partitioning. Utilizing the hypergraph model, the communication overhead 
is maintained via a global communication sclierne and a local communication 
scheme. In addition, new algorithms that use the bin packing heuristic are inves- 
tigcited for efficient load balancing in uniform rowwise stripped and checkerboard 
partitioning. A general class of image recovery problems is formulated as a lirieiu· 
inequality system. The restoriition of images blurred by so called point spread 
functions arising from effects such as rnisfocus of the photographic device, at­
mospheric turbulence, etc. is successfully provided with the developed pcirallel 
algorithms.
Key words: linear feasibility, block projections, surrogcite constraints method, 
locid balancing, hypergraph pcirtitioning model, image recovery, image restorci- 
tion, image reconstruction from projections, parallel cilgorithms.
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ÖZET
DAĞITIR BELLEK MİMARİLERİNDE BÜYÜK SEYREK 
l in e e r  EŞİTSİZLİK SİSTEMLERİNİN ÇÖZÜMÜ İÇİN 
PARALLEL ALGORİTMALAR
Esma Turna
Bilgisayar ve Enformatik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Mustafa Ç. Pınar 
Ağustos, 1998
Bu tezde birçok parallel algoritma önerilmiş ve bu algoritmalardan büyük seyrek 
lineer eşitsizlik sistemlerinin çözümü için yaralcinılrmştır. Parallelleştirme şemala­
rı, aracı kısıtlar yöntemi için önerilmiş olan orta ölçekli parallel lörmülasyondan 
yararlanılarak geliştirilmiştir. Sözü edilen şermıJar bir boyutlu ve iki boyutlu 
parçalama esasına dayalıdır. Bununla birlikte, bir boyutlu parçalama şemasında 
iletişim gereksiniminin azaltılması için hiperçizge parçalama yöntemini kullanan 
üçüncü bir paralleleştirme şeması önerilmiştir. Idiperçizge niodelinden ya.rar- 
lanılarak iletişim gereksiniminin düzenlenmesi genel ve bölgesel iletişim şemaları 
vcvsıtasıyla sağlanmıştır. Aynı Zcimanda, düzgün satırsal bölümlü ve kartezyen 
parçalama yöntemlerinin etkin biçimde kullanılabilmesi için parça yükleme yakla­
şımına dayalı yeni algoritmakır araştırılmıştır. Görüntü düzeltme problemi genel 
bir kapsamda lineer eşitsizlik sistemi olarak formüle edilmiştir. Geliştirilen par­
allel algoritmalarla görüntüleme araçlarının yanlış odaklaması, atmosferdeki dal- 
gfiianmalcir ve benzeri sebeplerden noktasal dağılım ibnksiyonlarıyla bulanıklaşmış 
görüntülerin restorasyonu sağlcuımıştır.
Anahtar kelimeler: lineer fizibilite, blok projeksyonlar, aracı kısıtlar yöntemi, 
yük denkliği, hiperçizge parçalama modeli, görüntü düzeltme, görüntü restorasy­
onu, projeksiyon yöntemiyle görüntü yapılandırılması, parallel algoritmalar.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Solving systems of linear inequalities is at the core of many problems in engineer­
ing tmcl scientific computing. The problem is to find a feasible point with respect 
to a set of linear inequalities exjilicitly defined as Ax < 6, where x G /?" and A 
is an rn by n matrix. The large-scale version of this system generally appeiirs in 
inicige reconstruction ¡problems. Furthermore, we frequently encounter problems 
where /1 is a sj^arse and unstructured matrix, in most of scientific computing. 
Therefore, we concentrate our study on solving large and spcirse inequcdity sys­
tems.
The linear feasibility problem, which might seem to be trivial, is quite chal­
lenging when the matrix dimensions are large. The fundamental Fourier-Motzkin 
elimination technique [5] is not realistic for many real world problems. Other di­
rect (non-iterative) methods such as LP pivoting or Gaussicvn elimination are 
also inefficient when the underlying matrix is huge and sparse with an irregulcir 
sparsity pattern. For these reasons, the linear inequality solvers cire most often 
employed by using iterative methods. We have bcised our analysis on the pro­
jection method^ which is one of the commonly used iterative methods for solving 
inequality systems. This method is also known in the recent literature on image 
recovery as the method of projections onto convex sets (POCS). As the name sug­
gests, this method performs orthogonal projections onto individucd convex sets. 
These projections can be made either successively or simultaneously. Succes­
sive projections imply a sequential nature to the algorithm, while simultaneous
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projections allow a certain degree of parallelism. A nice review of the projec­
tion methods for the feasibility problem is given by Censor and Zenios in [4]. 
In a recent paper, a generalized framework for the projection approaches in the 
literature has been given by Bauschke and Borwein in [1].
Actually, the projection approach dates back to the thirties. The algorithms 
that are being used today are based on the works of Kaczmarz in [12] and Cirn- 
mino in [6]. Both approaches ¿ire iteriitive procedures that solve sets of lin- 
ecir equcitions. In Kciczmarz’s ¿ipprocich, projections ¿ire rmide onto hyperplanes 
(which represent linecir equations) successively, whereiis Cirnmino’s method is 
based on simultaneous projections onto ¿ill hyperphines at the siime time, ¿ind 
takes their convex combination.
The same idea can be applied to the solution of a set of linecir ineqruilities. 
The successive projection approach of Kaczmcirz (which is ¿ilso referred to ¿is 
the rehixation method) has been gener¿ılized to the c¿ıse of inequcilities by Gubin 
et. cil. [9]. Similarly, Censor and Elfving in [3] extends Cimmino’s sirnultiine- 
ous projection method by dehning the projection onto a convex set. However, it 
is impossible to implement both approaches when the number of constrciints is 
extremely large, which is the case in our system. Furthermore, iruiking projec­
tions onto every single constraint leads to slow convergence. The interest in the 
surrogate constraint algorithm stems from this fact.
The surrogate constrciint algorithm proposed by Yang ¿ind Murty [33] ¿illows 
the processing of blocks, which need not to be fixed in ¿idvcince. Instecid of per- 
Ibrming projections onto every violated constr¿ıint, block projections are Ccirried 
out. The block projection approach encompasses both the successive ¿ind the si­
multaneous ideas. Nevertheless, Yang and Murty suggest a sequenti¿ıl ¿ilgorithm 
b¿ısed on successive block projections, and ¿i p¿ırallel ¿ilgorithm bcised on simul­
taneous block projections. Comparing the ¿ilgorithrns, the results in [26], [27], 
¿ind [24] show that parallel approach performs much slower than the sequentiiil 
one.
Ozakta§ et. al. [26], [27] extend the parallel surrogate constrciint method com­
pensating for the disadvantage of the simultaneous block projection scheme. 'I'liey 
induce an adjusted step sizing rule ¿ind suggest a coarse-grain parallel ibrmuhi- 
tion of the surrogate constraint method. The modific¿ıtion of the step size allowed
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them to obtain a much better algorithm exhibiting considerable speedup when 
compared to the sequential algorithm. These encouraging results cire the main 
motivation of our interest. Our point of view is to investigate the performance of 
the coarse-grain parallel formulation.
In this work, we proposed three different pcirallelization schemes lor the solu­
tion of the coarse-grain parallel formulation of the surrogate constraint method. 
The first scheme is based on ID partitioning. A uniform rowwise stripped parti­
tioning is applied to the system. The load balancing is achieved by row permu­
tation through using a bin packing based approach. In the recent literature, this 
algorithm is very sirnihir to the algorithm presented by Nastea et. al. in [20].
The second type of parallelization is bcised on 2D partitioning. In this scheme, 
unilbrm checkerboard partitioning is used. The load bahincing is achieved by 
asymmetric row/colurnn permutation through using agciin a bin pcicking bcised 
approach. The parallelization exploits the communication scheme of Hendrickson 
et. al. in [10]. Actually, we pro230sed the i^arallelization based on 2D partitioning 
to increase the cimount of granularity and reduce the communication overhecid 
implicitly.
However, there is a deficiency of both of the above mentioned schemes; the 
lack of the exi^licit minimization ol the communication overhead. Therefoi'e, we 
proposed a parallelization scheme that minimizes the communication overhead 
in ID partitioning explicitly. This scheme is based on the hypergraph parti­
tioning model, which also maintains the computational load balance in advance. 
Hypergrciph partitioning has been heavily studied in VLSI domain and other ap­
plications. However, the adaptation to linear inequality systems is an extremely 
new cipproach. We used the comiDutational model i:)roi:)osed l^ y (Jatalyi'irek and 
Aykanat presented in a recent work in [2].
Hypergrai^h partitioning is used to decompose the matrix into rowwise stripped 
partitions. Furthermore, it logically divides the matrix column-wise into internal 
and external parts. The internal pcirts allow independent computations while the 
external jDarts induce interprocessor communications. The important property of 
hypergraph partitioning is the ability of reducing coupling rows. This property 
decreases the amount of computationcil work in the internal piirts. Hence, the 
volume of communication is constrained to the external pcirts.
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Due to the intei’i^rocessor communications induced by the extermil part, we 
proposed two communication schemes for the parallelization with hypergraph 
partitioning. The first scheme is a global communication scheme that uses the 
communication scheme of the ID parallelization, restricted to the external part. 
This leads to the reduction in the volume of communication while the number of 
communication remains the same. In the second scheme, point-to-point commu­
nications are induced between the processors contributing to an external compo­
nent. Therefore, it is referred to as a local communication scheme. This scherne 
improves the global communication scheme by minimizing both the number and 
the volume of communication in advcuice.
We decide to validate our proposed implementations lor solving image recov­
ery problems. In general, image recovery problems arise when an original object 
undergoing an arbitrary distortion is observed by a camera or other devices, and 
it is desired to recover the origiricil image. We show that a wide class of image 
restoration problems where an object is severely distorted curd blurred by the el- 
fects of arbitrary two dimensional, space variant, nonseparable, anisotropic, and 
global geometric distortions and point sprecid functions, can be formulated as a 
system of linear inequalities. The parallel implementations are used to recover 
images blurred and distorted and by barrel type distortions, and l)y the combined 
effects of a space varying point spread function whose extent and anisotropicity 
increase towards the edges.
The organization of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 summarizes the defi­
nition of the linear feasibility problem, and the projection methods proposed for 
the solution. Furthermore, the sequential surrogate constraint approcich is intro­
duced. Chcipter 3 presents the coarse-grain parallel formulation of the surrogate 
constraint algorithm, ciiid describes the corresponding storage scheme and basic 
operations used in the algorithm. Chapter 4 describes the parallelization scheme 
based on ID ¡Dartitioning. Chapter 5 introduces the parallelization scheme based 
on 2D partitioning. Chapter 6 explains the parallelization scheme proposed tor 
the minimization of the communication overhead in ID partitioning, by using 
hypergraph partitioning. First, the computational hypergraph model is defined. 
Then the parallelization is presented for a global and for a local communica­
tion scheme respectively. Chapter 7 gives the definition of the image recovery
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problem, and describes the formulation of the problem as a system of linear in- 
eqiudities. Chapter 8 presents our experimented results and comparisons over all 
implementations. Finally, we conclude the thesis in Chapter 9.
Chapter 2
THE LINEAR FEASIBILITY 
PROBLEM
'['he linear feasibility problem [4] is how to find a point in the non-empty inter­
section 4> = ^  0 of a finite family of closed convex sets C i £ I  =
{1,2, in the ?7.-dirnensiorial Euclidean space RJ\ Tins fundamental problem
arises in severed areas of applied mathemcitics and medical sciences a.s well a.s in 
other fields. When the sets are given in form
= {x e i r  I gdx) < 0}, (2 . 1)
a.nd all functions (ji(x) are linear, (i.e. gi{x) = AiX — 6,; for all indices i E /, a.nd 
Ai € R ”' and 6,· € R  are given), we face the problem of solving a system of linear 
inequalities.
One approach to solve this inequality system involves using iterative methods, 
in general, iterative methods are bcised on simple computation steps a.nd are easy 
to program. Because of this advantage, the linear inequality solvers employed in 
inicige reconstruction are most often based on iterative methods.
One class of iteridive methods is the projection approach. Projection methods 
date back to the works of Kaezmarz [12] and Cimrnino [6] in the thirties. Ka.cz- 
marz derived an algorithm from the relcvxation method to solve linear e(|ualities. 
In this approach, projections are made successively on hyperplanes repres(;nting 
linear equations. Cimrruno extends Kaezrnarz’s method by making simultaneous
projections onto all hyperplanes at the same time, taking their convex combina­
tion. (Jimmino’s approcich also solves sets of linecir equcüities.
Kaczrnarz’s and Cimmino’s projection methods can be cipplied to the solution 
of a set of linear inequcilities. This chapter summarizes these projection methods. 
It introduces the surrogate constrciint approach, a block projection method lor 
linear inequalities, which is the underlying method of this study.
2.1 P r o jec tio n  M eth o d s for L inear In eq u a lity  
S y stem s
The projection of a point G 1C onto a. convex set <h¿ gives the point (if 
there is any) x G which htis the minimal Euclidecui distance to x^. More 
genei'cdly, projections are defined as the nearest points contained in the convex 
bodies, with respect to approjiriate distance functions. Actually, the projection 
approach involves the solution of the non-trivial problem:
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P<p^ (x^ ) = min ||.x·^ ' — :r| ( 2 .2)
where || · || stands lor the Euclidean norm. Thus, the minimization is made over 
the Euclidean distance, and the nearest point of to is found.
Gidiin et. al. [9] extend Kaczmarz’s ci.pprocich deriving the successive orthogo­
nal projection method for linear ineqruilities. In this method, a violated constraint 
is identified, and a projection is made onto a convex set successively. Project­
ing the current point repeats until a point that is contained in the intersection 
of these convex sets is found. A projection onto a single constraint at a time 
is computationally not expensive, but considering only one constrciint at a time 
focids to slow convergence. Moreover, the method itself is highly sequential and 
not suitable for parallel implementation.
Censor and Elfving in [3] developed Cimmino’s simultaneous orthogonal pro­
jection method for linecir inequalities. The projections are made simultaneously 
onto each of the violated constraints from the current point. The new point 
is taken to be a convex cornbincition of all projection points. This method
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is amenable to parallel implementation but, for large systems, making projec­
tions onto every violated constraint is computationally expensive, and again the 
method tends to have slow convergence.
The interest in Yang and Murty’s surrogate constraint method [33] stems 
from this fact. Instead of making projections lor all violated constraints, they 
proposed block projections. A surrogate plane is derived from a group of viohited 
constraints. The current point is orthogonally projected onto this surrogate plane, 
and the process repeats until a feasible solntion is fbund. Yang and Murty’s 
method is able to process a block of violated constraints at the same time, but 
retciins the computational simplicity of the successive orthogonal projections. 
Moreover, it is amenable to parallel implementations. The next section describes 
Yang and Murty’s successive block projection method.
2.2 S eq u en tia l Surrogate C on stra in t M eth o d
The problem, which will be of niciin interest, is of the generic form:
Ax < b (2.3)
where A G x G R ^, and 6 G R^'^. By assumption, the fecisible set
defined by this inequality system is non-empty.
The method of sticcessive orthogonal projections solves the system by project­
ing the current point onto a convex set until a point that is contained in the 
intersection of these convex sets is found. Formally, starting from an arbitrary 
point the method generates a sequence that converges to a point in <I>
by performing successive orthogoiicil projections onto the individual convex sets 
<!>(·. In a typiccil iteration of the algorithm, an overrelaxed or an underrelaxed 
step is tciken in the computed projection direction by using a so called relaxation 
parameter A^.. Hence, an iteration step becomes
xA+i = A,(/\.(.r'·) -  rr'·) 0 <  A, < 2 (2..^
where is the projection operator onto the closed convex set When = 1, 
the next generated point is the exact orthogonal projection of the current point.
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On the other hand, when Xk > 1, then the step is taken longer, which refers to 
the case of overrelaxation. When A^. < 1, the step being taken is shorter, which 
refers to the case of underrelaxation [4].
The sequential algorithm of the surrogate constraint method is based on the 
successive projections made onto a surrogate phuie of violated constraints. The 
surrogate plane is simply achieved by defining a hyperplane Tr’^ (AxA — 6) = 0 
where the component of the row vector tt^' is positive if the current test point 
:iA does not satisfy Equation 2.3. Since blocks of constraints tire projected in this 
approach, the surrogation is iruicle within these blocks. It is stated in [2-5] that 
defining these blocks row-wise increases the efHciency of the projection to some 
extent. Hence, the partitioning of the matrix A is proposed to be row-wise.
As mentioned with regard to image reconstruction cipplications, it is assumed 
that the matrix A is sparse and unstructured, so that it is declared iis reason­
able to partition it into equal (or almost equal) sized blocks. Let each block 
t = 1,..., P consist of mt rows so that each partition may be denoted as Atx < ht- 
The surrogate constraint is defined as TVtAtX < TTtbt (which is clearly a valid in- 
eqiudity), where iCt is a non-negative weight vector, tt is defined so that it has a 
positive value for each violated constraint in the block, and is zero for the remain­
ing constraints (i.e. the constraints not violating the inequality). The following 
algorithm, which is proposed by Yang cind Murty in [33], is referred to as the 
‘sequential surrogate constraint method’, given as follows:
Ste p  0. (Initialization.) Take a feasible problem, with A € h € R^'
a.nd previou.sly known values of N, M, P, ru i,. . .  ^rnp. Initially, let k = 0 and 
t = 1. Fix a value of A so that 0 < A < 2.
Step  1. (Iterative step.) For t = 0,..., P — 1 , check if Atx^ < hf If so, then 
the block is feasible, let = x^. Otherwise, make a projection of x^
h+l ^  k . <(7rMpr^--7rf6i)(7rfA,,)
M W
(2.5)
where > 0 if constrciint i is violated, and Trf. = 0 otherwise (Xj”L‘i = 1 is 
required for convenience). Update the number of violated constraints in all blocks.
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St e p  2. If the total number of violated constrcilnts in the nicijor iteration 
is zero then stop, the current solution is feasible. Otherwise, assign zero to tlie 
number of violated constraints, let A: = A: + 1 and go to Ste p  1.
Verification of convergence is based on the Fejer-monotonicity [26] of the gen­
erated sequence If the feasibility check in Step  1 is adjusted to allow
a certain degree of tolerance e, so that At^x^ is compared with + e, then the 
algorithm converges after a finite number of iterations.
Yang and Murty also proposed a pai'cillel version of the surrogate constraint 
approach. In this case, the projections cire performed simultaneously in pcirallel 
and a convex combiiicition is taken. As mentioned, the sequential routine takes 
several steps (the number being equal to the number of blocks that include in- 
fea.sibility) thcit accumulate, whereas the parallel routine provides a single 
(which is the convex combination of the steps genercited from infecisible 
during a major itei’cition. Hence, the movement of the parallel routine is much 
shorter.
Ozaktci.5 et. al. in [25] show thcit the parcillel cilgorithm as given in this pure 
form is much slower than the sequential cilgorithm. However, they propose a 
method tlmt still desires to benefit from the effects of parallelization . This method 
includes cin cidjlisted step sizing rule that compensates for the disadvantage of 
simultaneous projections. The improved algorithm yields encouraging results, 
that form the main motivation of our interests. They proposed a coarse-grain 
parallel formulation of the improved parallel surrogate constraint aigorithm. The 
following chapter will consider this coarse-grain parallel formulation. Our point 
of departure is to investigate the lierlbrmance of this algorithm.
Chapter 3
COARSE-GRAIN PARALLEL 
FORMULATION
The sequential surrogate constraint method, mentioned in the previous chapter, is 
l)ased on successive block projections. In the successive block projection method, 
each point that will be j^rojected in block t, is a result of the projection of 
performed in the preceding block i — 1. Thus, successive block projections imply 
a dependency between the blocks in the system, causing the employed algorithm 
to be highly sequential. Moreover, there is no trivial solution tor projecting 
the blocks independently. Hence, the degree of concurrency in the sequential 
surrogate constraint algorithm is very low; i.e. the algorithm is not suitable for 
pai'cillel implementations.
The parallel version of the surrogate constraint algorithm is based on simulta­
neous block projections, hence ecxch block is projected independently. Therefore, 
it allows a high degree of concurrency, cind is arneiicible to pcirallel inqrlemen- 
tations. However, there is a certain bottleneck of the parallel algorithm caused 
by this projection facility. The sirnultcineous block projection method takes the 
convex combination of all block projections to generate the next point, wliile 
the successive projection method accumulates them. A close excuriination of the 
parallel algorithm makes it apparent that the combined step taken is extrcMindy 
short in comparison to the accumulated successive steps of the sequential algo­
rithm [24]. Therefore, the pai'cillel routine tends to have slow convergence. This 
situation becomes even much worse when the number of blocks in the system
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increases. Thus, the pcirallel algorithm needs a serious remedy to compenscite for 
this loss.
Ozakta.? et. al. in [27] improve Yang-Murty’s parallel surrogate constraint 
method by adjusting the movement of the algorithm. This improvement com­
pensates lor the disadvantage of simultcineous block projections by forcing the 
parallel routine to take larger steps, allowing faster convergence. A step sizing 
■rule is applied to the generation of the next point, so that the movement in one 
iteration is enhirged. The parallelism of the algorithm is at the level of gen­
erating the succeeding point, the block projections are calculated concurrently. 
This is referred to as coarse-g^rain parallelism in the literature [16]. This chapter 
describes the coarse-grciln parallel formulation of the improved parallel surrogate 
constraint method.
3.1 P ara lle l Surrogate C onstra in t M eth o d
The parallel surrogate method is based on simultaneous block projections onto 
surrogate hyperplanes, which have the same definition as given in the sequential 
algorithm. The block definition of the pcirallel method is also preserved; the 
matrix A is row-wise partitioned into almost equal sized blocks. However, since 
the next point is taken as a convex combination of all block projections, each 
projection has its own influence on it. This influence has a certain dominance on 
the convergence of the system, hence it must be taken into account. This can be 
achieved by assigning a weight to each l)lock according to its cardinality in tlw; 
system.
However, in some aiDiDlications such as image reconstruction, it may be im­
possible to benefit from this weighting property. Regarding image reconstruction 
cipplications, A is a huge sparse matrix without any definite structure, thus the 
dominance of the blocks is unpredictable. In the iibsence of additional informa­
tion, none of the blocks can obtciin a structural priority to the others, and hence 
it is obligatory to take equal weights (tj) for all blocks.
Taking the remaining definitions of the system similar to the ones in the se­
quential algorithm, the coarse-grain parallel form/ulation of the improved parallel 
surrogate constraint method can be given as follows:
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Ste p  0. Take a feasible problem, with /1 G R^^^^, b e R.'^ '’ and previously 
known values of N, M, P, ?ni,. . .  ,77ip. Initially, let A: = 0 and t = 1. Fix a value 
of A so thcit 0 < A < 2.
Step  1. For t = 1 , P  , check if Atx  ^ < bt- If so, then let the appropricTe 
block projection Pi{x^) — x^. Otherwise, make a projection of xA
PtixA) = x^
2 P
I I E L î I P G  '= 1
(3.1)
where
-  T^t^t)(T^tAt)
M M ?
(3.2)
and where 7rf, > 0 if constraint i is violated, and = 0 otherwise {YAi=\. = I
required for convenience). When the entire matrix is processed, take the convex 
combination P(a:^) of the block projections I \ M )  so that
P {M  = l l r jM x ^ ) (3.3)
t=\
where = 1, Tj > 0, and T( > 0 for all blocks which viohite feasibility. The
next point is generated as
3.A-+1 ^  ,^k A(P(.T '^) -  x^) (3.4)
Update the total number of violated constraints in all blocks.
Ste p  2. If the total number of viohited constraints in the major iteration 
is zero then stop, the current solution is feasible. Otherwise, assign zero to the 
number of violated constraints, let k — k + 1 cind go to Step  1.
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Again the verification of convergence is based on the Fejer-inonotonicit,y [26] 
of the generated sequence Similar to the sequential case, if the feasibility
check in Ste p  1 is cidjusted to allow a certain degree of tolerance e, so that Ai.x^' 
is compared with + e, then the cilgorithrn converges after a finite number of 
iterations.
The given algorithm can be referred to as a successive block projection al­
gorithm (corresponding to the sequential surrogate constrciint algorithm) if at 
each iteration only one block coefficient is non-zero (rt = 1 for a single t) and 
at the following iteration only the block coefficient with the successive index is 
non-zero (T/,^ i(modP) = 0· On the other hand, if one tcd<es ti, > 0, Vt so that 
A/,x^ ' ^  bi, then it is referred to as the simultaneous block projection algorithm 
(corresponding to the pcirallel surrogate constraint algorithm of Ycirig and Murty 
to some extent) [26].
I'lie movement of the original parallel routine is much shorter than the move­
ment in the sequential case, leciding to slow convergence. However, the given 
algorithm exploits a step size adjustment rule in order to compensate for the dis­
advantage of simultaneous block projections. According to the assumption that 
each block is assigned with equal weights T(, Equation 3.4 can be simplified as
= ;c^· -  A
2 PE i,  II4II E 4 (3.5)
Rewriting this equation cis x/c + .1 - — the step sizing rule can be
defined as (a/fd) which is equivalent to (Y^y || Zifli d^ ']]'^ ). It is verified
in [15] that (o;//3) > 1, which indicates that the new method acts in the same 
movement direction, but is now taking larger step sizes. This leads the algorithm 
to convergence faster than as it Wcvs in the péirallel surrogate constraint method 
given by Yang and Murty.
In order to get a better point of view, we give the pseudo code of the coarse- 
grain pai’cillel formulation in Figure 3.1. The notcitions cuid assumptions used in 
the algorithm are as follows;
• Al is an M X N  matrix containing Z non-zero entries.
• 6 is a M  X 1 column vectors.
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• q, d, D , and X  are X 1 column vectors.
• A  and 7T are 1 x M row vectors.
• m =M /P, n= N /P  and z=Z/P; where P is the number of blocks.
• At is the row-slice of matrix A,
— At is an m x N  submatrix contciining z non-zero entries.
• ht is the slices of the respective global vector,
— ht is a rn X 1 local subvec tor  maintciined in block t.
• A t  and TTi are the slices of the respective global vectors,
— A t  and TTf are 1 x ?Ti local su b vec to rs  maintciined in block t.
• q* and are At x 1 local v ec to rs  maintained in block t.
• Ht and 'ft are local scalars maintained by block t.
• a and [3 are globed scalars.
The following sections describe the apj^ropriate storage scheme for the sparse 
matrix A, and the basic operations used by the edgorithm. The time consumed 
by each operation is stated on the right hand side of Figure 3.1. .Summing up the 
time needed for each operation, we Cciri say that the run time for one iteration is
r ,  = [dZ + 6M + iN  + ()NP)tj,lop (3.6)
where tjiop is the time required for one floating point operation. Assume that 
Wavg is the average number of non-zero entries per row in the matrix, so that Z, 
the total nmrd^er of non-zero elements in the entire matrix, is MiOavg· Taking 
M ~  N, the overall run time required for one iteration of the coarse-grain parallel 
formulation turns into
L\ = + lOAl + ^NPyij lop (3.7)
Equation 3.7 shows that the coarse-grain parallel formulation of the surrogate 
constraint method has a run time complexity of 0{NI^) per iteration.
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While Continue do 
for  ^ = 1 to P
/.It =  <  A t , TTi >  ^ inner product (/i! —
q '  - (-Kt X , SpMxV {1\  =  ^rzifiop)
7« =  <  > , inner product (7’, =  2Ntfi.,p)
d'- =  ^ , ScV product {'J\ =
cv =  cv +  <  >  ^ inner product surn (Ty. =  2Ntjiop)
D  =  D  + , vector sum,. (Ts = ^i'flop)
endfor
ft =  < D  , D > , inner product (7.S — flop)
X  =  X  - A |  D , DAXPY (Tg = 2Nijitjp)
Y  =  A x  X , SpMxV (T. = 2Zifir,p)
A  =  Y  - h , vector subtraction {'J\ =  2M if  irjp)
Update tt using A.
by applying Eq. 8.2 ; Updates i'J's = if lop)
if TT =  0 then
Continue =  0 
else
, false
Continue =  1 , true
nidwhile
Figure 3.1. The pseudo code of the coarse-grain pcirallel forniulation of the sur­
rogate constraint algorithm.
3.2 T h e S torage Schem e for Sparse M atrices
For sparse matrices, it is common practice to store only the non-zero (vnl,ries 
and to keep track of their locations in the matrix. A variety of storage scliemes 
is used to store and manipulate sparse matrices. These specialized schemes do 
not only save storage but also yield computational siivings. Since the locations 
of non-zero elements (and hence, the zero elements) in the matrix are known
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Figure 3.2. A Scvmple 6 x 6  matrix cuicl its represeiitation in compressed sparse 
row (CSR.) fornicit: (a) The sample sparse matrix, (b) The Storage in CSR format.
explicitly, unnecessary computations with zero elements can be avoided. There 
cU'e different data structures for storing sparse matrices, each suitable for different 
opei'citions [16].
Choosing the appropriate storage scheme depends obviously on the diita- 
iricipping (partitioning) scheme that will be used in the paridlel implementation. 
The parallel surrogate constraint algorithm assumes that the system is processed 
in a row-wise manner, where the matrix has irregular sparsity pa.ttern (hence, 
the intensity of ecich row is unknown). Without any doubt the appropriate stor­
age scheme for this system is the compressed sparse rota (CSR) format. In this 
format, ecich row is stored in consecutive loccitions, as ci sequence of non-zero 
cdements that it spans. The range of each row is changing dynamically ciccording 
1,0 the number of its non-zero entries.
The compressed sparse row (CSR) format uses the following three arrciys to 
store an m  x n sparse matrix with non-zero entries:
• An cirray VAL, of size z x 1, containing the values of the non-zero elements. 
These are stored in order of their rows from 0 to m — 1; however, elements 
of the same row can be stored in any order. •
• An array J, of size z x that stores the corresponding column index of 
each non-zero element.
• An cirray I, of size m x 1, that stores the entry points to the first non-zero 
element in each row. Specifically, the values of the non-zero entries in the
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r''· row are stored starting at location VAL[I[i]] up to (but not including) 
VAL[I[i+l]]. Similarly, the column indices are stored starting at location 
J[I[i]J up to (but not including) J[l[i+1]]·
F’igure 3.2 illustrates a 6 x 6  sample matrix in CSR format.
3.3  B asic  O perations
This section introduces some simple linear algebra operations used in the surro­
gate constraint method. Since we deal primarily with sparse rmitrices, we consider 
these operations lor sparse matrices in compressed sparse row (CSR) format.
3 .3 .1  V ec to r  In n er p ro d u ct
The inner product of two dense vectors is commonly used in iterative methods 
for solving linear inequality systems. The inner product, also called dot product, 
is a simple operation in which the corresponding elements of two vectors are 
multiplied and the resulting products are added together. Figure 3.3 outlines 
this operation for the vectors tt and A.
In some cases, the inner product may be applied to a single vector. In this 
case, the operation remains the same, with the exception that the square of the 
values in the vector is tciken and summed up. However, considering Figure 3.3 
the operation requires one summation and one addition per iteration. Therefore, 
the run time required for the inner product of two vectors of size N  is
Inner product (IP) of ||7rA||, where tt 6 cind A € R T  
IP  = 0
for * = 0 to Af — 1 
I P  = I P  + TT,: X A,:
return I P
Figure 3.3. The inner product operation of tt and A.
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H  = 2Nt flop (3.8)
where t/iop is the time required for one flociting-point operation. Hence, the time 
complexity of the operation is 0{N).
3 .3 .2  Sparse M a tr ix -V ec to r  M u ltip lic a tio n  (S p M x V )
The multiplication of a sparse matrix with a dense vector is one of the key o|:)er- 
ations in solving systems of linecir inequalities, ns well as in many applications in 
ap2:)lied mathematics. It often determines the overcdl computatioiicil complexity 
of the entire cdgorithm of which it is a part.
There are two Wciys of multiplying a sparse matrix with a vector. The first wa.y 
is referred to as the inner-product form. It is the most commonly used form, such 
as Ax where A is an M x N  matrix, cuid x is an N x 1 dense vector. Figure 3.4 
outlines the inner-product form SpMxV of Ax. The result is an M x 1 column 
vector indicated with y. The algorithm is given for a nicitrix A assumed to be in 
compressed sjDarse row format. Since A is in CSli format it is re]:)resented by the 
arrays I,.J, and VAL defined in Section 3.2.
Excunining the algorithm, we see that one addition and one multiplication 
is performed Z  times, where Z is the number of non-zero entries in the matrix. 
Note that the inner loop is an indirectly addressed variant of an inner product.
Inner-product form SpMxV of Ax  where A G and x G R ^
for ^ = 0 to M -  1 
sum. — 0
fw / = 4  to 4+1
sum — sum  -|- T; x xj, 
endfor
j/i, = sum  
endfor
Figure 3.4. The inner-product Ibrm SpMxV.
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Outer-product form SpMxV of ttA where tt G and A E  ^
Reset q
for = 0 to M — 1 
for / = Ik to Ik+i
<Ui =  (Ui +  TTj, X Ai 
end for
endfor
N
Figure 3.5. The outer-product form SpMxV.
The sequential run time of the inner-product form SpMxV is
T, -  2Zt flop (3.9)
where tfiop is again the time required for one floating-point operation. Hence, the 
time complexity is 0(Z).
The second way of a SpMxV is the outer-product form, such as tt/1 where tt 
is an 1 X M dense vector, and A is an M. x N  matrix. The result is an 1 x N 
row vector denoted as q. Figure 3..5 outlines the outer-product form SpMxV of 
7T/l. Similarly, the algorithm is given for a matrix A in CSR Ibrinat. In this 
case, the inner loop is an indirectly addressed elementary row operation daxpy 
explained in the following subsection. In the operation, cigain one addition and 
one multiplication is performed Z times. Hence, the sequential run time is the 
Set,me. The time complexity of the outer-product Ibrm SpMxV is
3 .3 .3  D A X P Y  O p era tio n
The operation simple ax plus y, where a is a scalar, and x and y are vectors, is 
known as the saxpy operation. The double precision of the version refers then to 
the DAXI^Y operation. Figure 3.6 outlines this operation for a vector x of size 
N  in double precision. The sequential run time of the operation is
T', = 2Nt flop (3.10)
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I)y\XPY  operation for a € ii, ® G and y G R·^ 
for i = 0 to Af — 1
Xi - a x  Xi + yi 
return X
Figure 3.6. The DAXPY operation ax + y.
since one multiplication and one addition is N times performed. Thus, the se 
quenticil time complexity is 0{N).
Chapter 4
PARALLELIZATION BASED 
ON ID PARTITIONING
In the previous chcipter, we explciined the coarse-grciin parallel formulation of 
the surrogate constraint method. The underlying system is partitioned row­
wise into contiguous blocks, so that each processor is assigned to one of such 
blocks. Hence, the partitioning is in one-dimensional (ID) domain (the row 
doiTiciin of the matrix). In the literature, this partitioning scheme is referred to 
as the rowunse 6' r^zpped pa'c/zizo/iniiy scheme. In this chapter, we propose a parallel 
implementation based on rowwise stripped pcirtitioning.
Determining the most appropriate partitioning scheme is obviously important 
For the performance of a pcircillel system, but ¿in efficient ¿ilgoritlirn must also en­
sure thcit the computationcil load is well babmced among the parts. Hence, defin­
ing the pcirts (blocks) with eqiuil size is ¿in almost necess¿ıry ¿issumption for the 
sake of lo¿ıd b¿ılancing; i.e. a uniform p¿ırtitioning is required. However, uniform 
partitioning ¿done is insufficient to provide the computatioiml lo¿ıd b¿ıl¿ınce in 
sp¿ırse matrix computations. As mentioned with reg¿ırd to irmige reconstruction 
¿ipplications, the sp¿ırse rruitrices to be solved could be very birge and without 
any definite structure. The ¿irnount of work ¿ind the ¿associated imb¿ıl¿ınce nuiy 
become corısider¿ıbly high, turning the lo¿ıd b¿ıl¿ıncing pluise into a necessity.
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4.1 Load B a lan cin g  for ID  P a r titio n in g
Load balancing is an important issue in sparse matrix computations. 'L'liere are 
many load balancing strategies given in the literature [20]. A general solution for 
locid balancing in the row domain is the central distribution of rows, depending on 
their contents of non-zero elements. The problem here is to distribute the matrix 
rows so that each processor ends up with roughly the same numl)er of non-zero 
elements. This problem has some similarities to the bin packiruj problem· [7] 
defined as follows: given a finite number P of bins and a finite number N of 
objects with uni-dirnensional variable sizes, allocate the objects to bins so that 
the largest bin size is minimized. Actually, we proposed a greedy allocation based 
load balancing algorithm derived from the bin packing cipproach, for uniform 
rowwise stripped partitioning.
In this algorithm, each j^art of the matrix is treated as a bin, and each row 
of the sparse matrix is treated as one object that will be allocated to these bins. 
Adcipting the bin packing approach for uniform partitioning, we assume the bins 
to be with equal size (i.e. same capacity). The number of defined bins is equal to 
the number of 2?arts to be generated. In the algorithm, each row is assigned to the 
bin that has the minimum number of non-zero entries. By solving this problem, 
we actually minimize the largest bin size that yields the highest computing time.
In order to achieve a good solution, the algorithm starts with the rows con­
taining the maximum number of non-zero entries towards the rows containing 
the minimum number of non-zero entries. This provides a kind of “fiiu; tuning” 
towards the end of the load balancing phase, which reduces the dilFerence of the 
number of non-zero entries between the bins (parts). After the cdlocation phase, 
each row assigned to a bin becomes a new location within the matrix. Hence, a 
row permutation of the whole matrix is required to obtain load-balanced partition.
A general overview of the algorithm is given in Figure 4.1. Excluding the 
time required for the sorting and permuting processes, the cdgoritlirn has a time 
comi^lexity independent of the data distribution. For a matrix A € that
will be partitioned into P parts, the search for the lowest bin size out of P 
processor-bins is performed for each of M  rows. Hence, the time complexity for 
the allocation j^hase Ccin be given as 0{MP).
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SORT, sort the rows in decreasing order
ciccording to their number of non-zero values.
for each row (ri| i G [0,1, ...,rn — 1]}
Find part Pmin ha.ving the minimum number of non-zero entries so that 
kp„„„ < Vi i- min, ·} = 0,1 , P -  1}
Assign the row to the part Pmin
Get the new row index of row in part Pmin
Adjust the size of part P„,in by updating + z,.,
endfor
PERMUTE, permute the rows according to their new position in the matrix
Figure 4.1. The pseudo code of the load bahmcing cilgorithrn for uniform rowwise 
stripped partitioning.
The row permutation within the sparse matrix chcinges the structure cind the 
sparsity pattern of the ixuitrix. The effects of such a permutation (i.e. the results 
of the load balancing algorithm) can be easily seen in Figure 4.2. The explanation 
of the matrices IR160-1 and IR160-2 is left to Chapter 8.
However, to get a. better idea about the efficiency of the load-balancing algo­
rithm, we have to iTKjasure somehow the locid imbalance after the partitioning. 
VVe use the number of non-zero entries in each partition to measure the percent 
load imbalance %LI, calculated as
%LI
Z,max '''avg
''avg
X 100 (4.1)
■^ma:v i« the maximum of the numbers of non-zero entries among the partitions 
cvfter the partitioning. Zavg is the average number of non-zero entries per part 
before the partitioning.
The load imbalance of the partition is mainly affected by the distribution of 
the non-zero entries within the matrix, more precisely the number of non-zero 
entries of the rows. Thus, it is obvious that we obtain similar results for matrices
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(b )
( d )
Figure 4.2. Load balancing of matrices IR160-1 and IR160-2 for the ID parti­
tioning scheme: (a) The initial structure of matrix IR160-1, (b) The structure 
of matrix IR160-1 after row permutation for uniform rowwise stripped load bal­
ancing, (c) The initial structure of matrix IR160-2, (d) The structure of matrix 
IR160-2 after row permutation for uniform rowwise stripped load balancing.
having similar sparsity patterns. Due to this observation it is enough for us to 
consider only two matrices of our data set, namely IR160-1 and IR160-2, because 
of their similarities with the remaining matrices (see Section 8.1 for details). The
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percent load imbalance before the permutation of the rows was %2.56 lor IR160- 
1, and %2.35 for IR160-2 (ccilculated according to Equation 4.1). After the row 
permutation, we obtained a percent load imbalance of %0.2 for IR160-1, and 
%2.07 for IR160-2. Hence, we can say that this algorithm provides reasonable 
load balcince for our data sets.
4.2 P ara lle l A lgorith m
The coarse-grain parallel solution for the surrogate constraint algorithm is ini- 
ticilly proposed for the ID partitioning scheme. Hence, the parallel implementa­
tion is straightforward. Our implementations are based on distributed memory 
circhitectures, which implies that the rmister node of the systems is responsible of 
the data partitioning. Therefore, the master node distributes the uniform pcirti- 
tion (generated by the described load-balancing scheme) to the other processors. 
After the data distribution each processor has its own block of the matrix, de­
noted as Aj·, and the corresponding rows of the right licuid side (RHS) vector 
bi. Also the stcirting point X  has to be distributed so that each processor gets 
its loccil Xi subvector appropriate to the piirt that it owns. With these initial 
conditions the algorithm starts if the whole .system A X  < b is infeasible, which 
means that there exist violated surrogate constraints.
The parallel surrogate constraint approach consists of simultaneous block pro­
jections repeated until a feasible solution is obtained. Since the block projections 
are calculated concurrently, each block is assigned to distinct processors. 'I'he 
calculation of the local projection vector d’ is as given in Equation 3.2. Since 
each projection is surrogated within its own block, all that processor i requires is 
the submatrix Ai, the related RHS subvector ¿¿, and the point to be projected, 
namely X  (Recall that the surrogate hyperplane is defined ¿is TTiAiX < TVibi where 
TT; is defined internally). Note that A" is a global vector as Ai and />,; are ’subcom­
ponents’ of A and 6, respectively. A processor finishing its projection task (i.e. 
calculation of d'), has to wait for the others to finish as well.
The algorithm proceeds by taking the convex combiiicition of all block pro­
jections, in order to generate the next point. Since the weight r,· is taken to be 
equcil for each block (see Section 3.1), the loccil vectors are directly summed up
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Figure 4.3. The communication primitives used in the parallel implementation 
based on ID Partitioning: (a) Fold oi^eration on a four processor ring topology, 
(b) Expand operation on a four processor ring topology.
to get the overall projection vector, denoted as D. Therefore, a globed vector 
sum operation, performed over all local d* vectors, is required. At this point our 
fundcunentcil rule is that only the “owner” computes the related portion of the 
projection vector D (and hence of the next point X).  This means that each pro­
cessor having Ai requires only the appropriate subvector Di, and calcuhites only 
the related subvector Xi of the next point (A^ ). We used the fold operation in [16], 
also known cis recursive halving, to meet this requirement. The ibid operation 
sums the vectors so that a portion of the resultant vector is left on the appropri­
ate processor. Specifically, assume that we want to sum P loccil d' vectors (each 
on distinct processors) so that D — d‘. A fold opei’cition performed over
the local d‘ vectors lecives the related slice (Di) of the summcition on processor 
Pi. Figure 4.3.a illustrates the method on a four processor ring topology, d’he 
operation is outlined in Phgure 4.4 for processor Pi.
Getting the combined projection subvector Di, each processor succeeds to gen­
erate the related portion of the next point (i.e. Xi). As mentioned, the movement 
of the algorithm is adjusted by a step sizing ride, which is actiudly a regulating
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P rocessor Pi know s cf G ; 
for t =  0 to  P  — 1 
(4o|4y = cl
SVC — i t (mod P)
(lest — i t  (mod P)
Send to  processor i — 1 
R eceive lu from  processor i +  1
dLst = 4lest + 
endfor
Di = 4
P rocessor Pi  now  ow ns Di  £
Figure 4.4. The pseudo code of the fold operation for processor P,·.
scahu- in form of (alfd) (Recall that {(xlfd) is defined cis /  II H^ ))·
The first component of this ratio, cr, is the sum of the inner products of the block 
projection vectors (local (/‘’s) cirnong all parts. Ecich processor can obtain its 
loccil scedar cxi = ||d*|p, by sirni^ly taking the inner product of its focal vector 
(/* before the global vector summation (fold operation). Since cr is the sum of 
these inner products, it provides that a = (Xi·, which lecicls to a global, scalar
.sum opei’cition. The second component of the size adjustment ratio is fJ which 
is defined as the inner product of the global combined projection vector (D). As 
mentioned, after the fold operation each processor has only the appropriate slice 
(Di) of the globed vector. Hence, with these subvectors each processor can only 
calculate its local scalar, namely [4 = ||T>i||'*. Since [3 = IIPH·^  = IIAIf' ,^ fhn
sum of ecich local [3i is equal to [3. Again, a global scala.r summation is required.
Obtaining the globcil scalar sum of both (o:,f3)., each processor is now able 
to calculate its loced subcomponent Xi of the next point, via a local DAXPY  
operation (explained in Section 3.3.3). However, to check the feasibility of the 
system, and to define a new surrogate plane in the infeasible case, each processor 
requires again the whole X  vector. In order to provide X  to all processors, we 
used the expand operation in [16], also Ccdled recursive doubling. 'I'his operation 
is essentially the inverse of the fold opertition. it collects the loca.l snbvectors 
so that the concatenated result is duplicated on all processors. Specifically, (iacli 
processor tiled initicdly knows only its local subvector A’,:, knows at the end of the
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Processor Pi knows X'’ G \
Jot i =  0 to P -  1
src = i. — I. (-mo,) /->)
d t s t  — i t (mod P)
Send XI, . t o  processor i +  1 
Receive Xdest from processor i — 1 
X = ( Xde . . i \ Xs , -c )  
endfbr
X = (Xo\X2\-\Xp-i)
Processor Pi now knows X G PT *•
Figure 4.5. The pseudo code of the expand operation for processor Pi.
expand opei'cition all values of X.  E'igure 4.3.b illustrates the expand primitive for 
a four processor ring topology. In addition, the operation is outlined in Figure 4.5 
lor processor Pi, on a P  processor ring topology. The collection of the local X ‘ 
vectors on all processors is described.
Each processor checks the feasibility of the generated system using the global 
X  vector. If the system is still infeasible (meaning that viohrted constraints still 
exist) each processor defines a new surrogate hyperplane for the next local block 
projection. 'The process repeats until a feasible solution is found.
In order to summarize the given explanations of the parallel implementation, 
we give the pseudo code of one major iteration in Figure 4.6. 'The notations and 
assumptions used in the algorithm are given as follows:
• A is an M  X N  matrix containing Z non-zero entries.
• b and Y  are M  x I column vectors.
• A  cind TT are 1 x M  row vectors.
• q, d, D ,  and X  are N x \ column vectors.
• m =M /P, n= N /P  and z=Z/P; where P is the number of processors.
• Ai  is the iT'’ row-slice of matrix A,
— Ai is an m x N  submatrix contciining non-zero entries.
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While Continue do
c  = < A i  , TTi >  ^ local inner 'product {Tp = ¿niifirjp)
g* •= (TTi X Ai)' '^ , local SpMxV {Tp = Aztfi^ p)
7' = < q ‘ , q' > , local inner product ('Ip = ¿Ntfi p^)
<T = 4  g ‘ j local Sc V product (Tp = N tfi,^ p)
Q, = < d \  (T > , local inner product (Tp = 2Nl flop)
Di = F()LD(d* ) , global vector sfnn.
fti -  < Di , Di > , local inner  product (7). '2nl fi.p,)
(aJJ) -  C.;SUM(cv,·,//,:) , global scalar sum. (7), = (/·-
A
X  = EXPAND(Xi) 
Yi -  A i  X X  
Ai = Y i -  bi
Update tt/ using 
by applying Eq. 8.2
il TTi = 0 tlien
fi = 0
eke 
fi = 1
Continue = GOR{ fi) 
endwhile
IDAXFY
, global collect 
, local SpMx!/
; local vector sub. 
, local updates
, false 
, true
, global OR
Ij, -  M fiifi,}
(7·,, =  ( P -  !)< .„+  ifA W i,,.)
(7;, = 2ztjUep)
(/p  = 2mtfiQp)
(Tjj = '¿nit firjp)
l''igure 4.6. The p,seudo code of the parallelization of the coarse-grain parallel 
Ibrinulation of the surrogate constraint algorithm based on ID partitioning.
• bi and Yi are the slices of the respective global vectors of size M x I,
— bi and Yi are rn x 1 local subvectors  maintained l)y [)rocessor Pi.
• A i  and TTi are the slices of the respective global vectors of size 1 x M,
— Ai  and TTi are 1 x rn local subvectors  maintained by processor If.
• D i  a.iifl X i  a.re Uie if'' slices  of the n^sprictiv(' gloha.l vc'ct.or.s of .size x I ,
— Di and Xi  are n x 1 local subvectors  maintained by processor I f .
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• g* and d‘ are N x 1 local vec tors  rnciintained by processor P;.
• a and fl are global scalars whereas a·, a.nd /?,; arc; the; local components 
maintained by processor Pi. Furthermore, and are local sccilars also 
maintained by processor Pj·
In general, a subscript i denotes the loccil su b c o m p o n e n t  of a global com­
ponent maintciined by processor Pi, while a superscript i denotes only a local 
c o m p o n e n t  maintained by processor Pi, not a part of some other globed com­
ponents. In the edgorithm, the vectors are in boldface, while the scalars are in 
normal font.
4.3  P erform ance A n alysis
In this section, we consider some metric for the perldrma.nce evaluation of our 
system. Actuedly, we are intcjrested in knowing how much perfornicince gain is 
achieved by the parcdlelization of the coarse-grain ibrmulcition. 'l.’o be fair in 
the performance judgment, the number of blocks tha.t a.re processed sec|uentially 
is taken to be ecpuil to the number of processors investiga.ted in the parallel 
i rnplementation.
A 23a,ra.llel system is the corrdiination of an algorithm and the parallel archi- 
tcictui'e on which it is implemented. Hence, a parcdlel system cannot be evaluated 
in isolation from a parallel architecture. We assume that our algorithm is im­
plemented on a P  processor rin<j topology. The parallel run time spent in each 
step of the iteration is given on the right hand side of Figure 4.6, according to 
our explanations of the operations in Section 3.3. Sumirdng up the time of each 
operation, the run time I'p spent in one complete iteration can be given as follows:
Tp = i6z + 6m + 4?г + 5N + ^ N ) t j b p  + 4(P -  l)d,« + 2 ^ N l .F-i
T p  — ( Q-p + 6-p + 4-p + Q N ) t f i o p  + 4(7^  — l ) t s u .  + 2—p—/V t i r
where tfiop is the time required for one flociting point operation, denotes the 
stcirt up time, and ttr is the trcinsmission time. Assume that Wavg is the a.vera.ge
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number of non-zero entries per row in the matrix, so that Z, the total number of 
non-zero elements in the entire matrix, is MiCav,,· Taking M  TV, the run time 
of one iteration turns into
T
fV
~P
N)—
P(I>Wava^ — + 1 0 ^  -f QN)tfiop -I- 4{P -  -f 2
P -
~ F
-Nt,r (4.2)
'l aking the operation time tfiop as unit time, a.nd a.ssuming that is being 
normalized with respect to tfi^p, Equation 4.2 shows that the parallel implemen­
tation based on ID partitioning scheme luis ci run time complexity of 0{N)  per 
itei’cition.
Speedup is ci measure that Cciptures the relative benefit of solving a problem 
in parallel. In our analysis, it is defined as the ratio of the run time of the 
coarse-grain parallel formulation solved sequentially to the time required by the 
parallel implementation with P identical processors. Recall thcit the run time of 
the coarse-grain parallel formuhition is given as W - {I>iOav(jN-\- \-^N + (3PN)tflop. 
Then, the speedup of our pcirallel implementation is as follows:
,9 =
{QWavgN \.0N -f 6PN)tflop
+ lO f -k %N)tfiop + 4{P -  l)i,„ + 2 ! ^ N U r
(4.3)
An ideal system contciining P  processors delivers a speedup equal to P. In 
practice, ideal behavior is not achieved because while executing a parallel algo­
rithm, the processors cannot devote 100 percent of their time to the computations 
of the algorithm. Efficienaj is a measure of the fraction of time for which a pro­
cessor is usefully employed; it is defined as the ration of speedup to the number 
of processors. According to this definition the efficiency of our implementation is
E =
{6WavgN + lOA^  + QP N)tflop
P ((ywavg^ + 10^ + I>N)tfiop -|- 4(.P — 1)/*·,, 4- 2^-p^Nt
(4.4)
Since N  ^  P, the tsu term which does not contciin N  can be neglected. Sim- 
ihirly, WaugN iiegfocts the ION term. Furthermore, tciking ~  1 Equation 4.4 
can lie simplified as
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/7 --1 6 N { l U a v g  + P ) t f lop
P Q-p(Wavg + P)tflop + 2Nttr
(4.5)
As P  goes to infinity, the dominance of Wav,, reduces gradually. Neglecting
u)„,v,j according to this assumption Equation 4.5 turns into
E QNt flop
()Nifi(,p + ‘¿Ntpi· (4.6)
Finally, the efficiency of the parallel implementation based on ID partitioning 
can l:)e expressed as
•^ f^top T" r/.)·
which is of course a constcint value. The efficiency of the pcirallelization is of 
0(1), which implies that our parcillel implementation is cost-optimal with respect 
to the coarse-grain parallel formulation. Furthermore, since the efficiency is kept 
fixed for the increasing number of processors, we also obtain a scalable parallel 
system. This means that our system has the cibility to utilize increcxsing processing 
resources effectively.
However, in a piirallel algorithm, the number of tcisks that can be executed 
simultcineously is limited, which is called its degree of concurrency, ft is a. measure 
of the number of operations that an algorithm can perform in parallel for a, 
problem size of IT, independent of the parallel architecture. Clearly, if C(W)  
is the degree of concurrency of a parallel algorithm, then for a problem size W 
no more than C(W)  processors can be employed effectively. Hence, we have to 
include this mccisure into our considerations. Our implementation is based on the 
rowwise stripped partitioning scheme. Thus, we can partition cui N x N  rnatri.x 
among a maximum of N  processors. In other words, P is 0{N)^ which yields 
that the scalability of our system is limited to N. If the number of processors is 
grcciter them At, then stripped partitioning cannot be used.
To overcome this problem, we decide to use a different data partitioning 
scheme: checkerboard partitioning. In checkerboard pa.rtitioning, the matrix 
is divided into smaller blocks that are distributed among processors. A checker­
board partitioning splits both the rows and columns of the matrix, thus it is
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a two dimensional (2D) partitioning scheme. Unlike stripping, the lowest level 
of granularity is one mcitrix element per processor. Hence, checkerboarding can 
exploit more concurrency than strij^ping.
A checkerboard partitioned matrix mcips naturally onto a two dimensional 
square mesh of pi’ocessors. Therefore, for a. checkeiToard mapping, it is often 
convenient to visualize the ensemble of processors as a logical 2D mesh. Fur­
thermore, the implementation on a 2D mesh allows to reduce both the number 
and the volume of communication required in one iteration, implicitly. Thus, we 
proposed to improve our parallelization on a 2D mesh architecture. The following 
chapter will describe this parallelization scheme.
Chapter 5
PARALLELIZATION BASED 
ON 2D PARTITIONING
III tills chapter, we parallelize the coa.rse-gra.in parallel lbnriulci.tion of the sur­
rogate constrciint method based on 2D partitioning, d'tie underlying system is 
partitioned row-wise and column-wise into smaller blocks that are distributed 
among the processors. In the literature, this partitioning scheme is referred to 
as the checkerboard partitioninfj scheme. In the Ibllowing paragraphs, we propose 
a parci.llel implementation that still preserves the semantic of the coa.rse-gra.in 
formulation, but exploits the pcirallelization on the 2D partitioning scheme. Our 
point of departure is to minimize both the number and the volume of communi­
cation implicitly, while increasing the scalability of the system.
The partitioning is supposed to be uniform, especially for the balance of the 
communication overhead among the processors. However, the computational 
loa.d must also be well balanced. Therefore, we [iroposed a. new loa.d balancing 
algorithm for 2D partitioning, which tries to reduce the loa.d imbalance among 
the partition. The following section describes this algorithm.
5.1 Load B a lan cin g  for 2D  P a rtitio n in g
Load bala.ncing in 2D partitioning requires inaintenance both in the row a.nd 
column domain, which necessitates a. greater effort than in the ID case. 'I'lie 
problem now is to distribute the matrix rows and columns so that each processor
35
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ends up with roughly the same number of non-zero elements.
Ogielski and Aielo [21] presented load balancing crpprociches tor 2D block 
mappings. These approaches depend on random row ¿md column permutations. 
Although, they show that a good load balance is achieved with high probability, 
the results were not encouraging for our system. It is possible to increcise the 
accuracy by increasing the number of seeds used to generate the random per­
mutations, but this would also increase the time spent for load-balancing a.nd is 
hence not pixîferable. Therefore, we decide to use a better algorithm which is 
able to use the knowledge of the non-zero element distribution in the matrix.
VVe used such an approach in the ID pcU-titioning scheme: the bin packing 
approach. As mentioned, this approach generates a row permutation that dis­
tributes the rows according to the number of non-zero entries, so that this number 
is roughly the same in all parts. However, since the load balance in the column 
domain is not considered this scheme is insufficient lor the 2D Ccise. Hence, this 
strategy requires an improvement that will balance the column domain as well.
This improvement can be achieved by considering the distribution of the non­
zero entries within the rows. Each non-zero entry of a row must be assigned 
somehow intelligently to the related column-slice, so that the number of non­
zero entries is bahmced among all parts. This requires an additional column 
distribution among the column-slices. We proposed to perlbrni this distribution 
with the same strcitegy used in the row distribution. With this improvement, 
the approcich turns into an algorithm that distributes each non-zero entry of the 
matrix one by one, instead of entire rows. An important question now is whether 
the distribution of the rows is indei^endent of the distribution of the columns, or 
not.
In general, the row/column permutation of sparse matrices is required to 
be symmetric, which means that the permutation of the columns has a. strict 
dependency on the permutation of the rows. However, the surrogate constraint 
method supports cisymrnetricrow/column permutations, which cxllow distributing 
the columns independent of the rows. The reason is based on the definition of the 
linecir function gi in the original linecir feiisibility problem (given in Equcition 2.1). 
The function gi is given as gi : RJ'^  /¿, i.e. gi is defined in the column spa.ce 
of the system. I'lie row space determines only the number of the individual
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convex sets (since $*· = {$,· | i G I, I  = {0,1,...,7V/ -  1}]), which is of 
course independent of the block projection itself [4]. Therefore, we proposed the 
algorithm so that it distributes the row and column space cisymmetricaJly.
Let us consider the steps of this algorithm in more detail. The row distribution 
performed in the row domain remains the same as it was in the ID case, with the 
exception that the rows are now partitioned among \ /P  row-slices (bins) instead 
of F slices. This process provides the balance in the row space. Furtherrnore, 
the non-zero entries of the currently assigned row are cdso distributed among the 
related column-slices. Each non-zero entry is assigned to the part that has the 
smallest entry size. This process leads to balance all parts that l)elong to the 
related row-slice. Thus, it provides a load balance in the whole column space 
implicitly.
Note that we have to support the consistency within the rows and columns 
a.s well. Since each row is undividedly processed, the consistency within the 
row is provided naturally. However, the distribution in the column domain is 
particularly performed for each non-zero entry. Thus, it requires an additional 
effort to preserve the consistency. Accordingly, when a non-zero entry of a column 
is assigned to a part, the remaining non-zero entries must be assigned to the same 
locafion. In other words, an assignment of a non-zero entry bounds the entire 
column to the same assignment. Consequently, the consistency within the column 
is also preserved.
Another point of the method is the requirement of the uniform partitioning 
propert}^ According to this property, the number of columns, which can Ire 
assigned to one column-slice, is bound by the size of the slice. If the number of 
columns assigned to a column-slice exceeds the maximum allowed size, a non-zero 
entry cannot be assigned to one of the parts belonging to this column-slice (even 
when the part is selected as the smallest one).
A general overview of the algorithm is given in Figure 5.1. It outlines our 
explanations for an M x N  matrix with Z  non-zero entries which is pcu'titioned 
among P  processors. In order to achieve a good solution the algorithm starts 
again with the rows having the highest intensity. After the distribution phase, 
each non-zero entry obtains a new location within the matrix. Therefore, a 
row/colurnn permutation (which is suggested to be asymmetric) is applied to the
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SORT, sort the rows in decreasing order
according to their number of non-zero values.
foi* each row ri, | ?’ G [0,1, rn — 1]
Find the row-slice Rmiji. having the minimum number of non-zero entries so that 
ZR,n,n =  < ZR, V/ 7^  m in, I =  0,·2,...,^/P -  1}
Assign the row vi to the row-slice Rmin
Get the new row index of row Vi in row-slice Rmin
Adjust the non-zero entry size of row-slice Rmin by updating -|- v^,
for each non-zero entry of row
ii‘ the column j  of Wr^j is previously bounded to column-slice C.s, s = 0, 1 , \ / P -  1 
by another entry then
Assign Wr^j to the respective part
Get the new column index o f i n  column-slice 
Adjust the non-zero entry size of part by updating
else find the part P(R„,in,Ci) of column-slice (7/ having the minimum number 
of non-zero entries so that
\Ct\ < \ N / ^ } } and I ^P(„,„.„,c·,) < ,c,) + L k = 0 , 1 , s/P -  1}
Assign Wn,j to the part P(n„,i„,c,)
Get the new column index o f j  in column-slice C/
Adjust the non-zero entry size of part Pr„„„,c’i by updating
Adjust the column number of column-slice Ct by updating
\C t\^ \C t\ + l
endif
endfor
endfor
PERMUTE, permute the rows and columns according to their new position in the matrix
Figure 5.1. The pseudo code of the locid balancing algorithm for uniform checker­
board partitioning.
whole matrix.
Excluding the time required for the sorting and permuting processes, the 
algorithm has a time complexity independent of the delta distribution. For the row 
distribution, the search for the smallest slice out of \ fP  row-slices is perlbrmed 
for each of M  rows. For the distribution of the non-zero entries in the rows 
(i.e. the column distribution) the search for the smallest part out of \ /P  parts is 
performed for each of Z  non-zero entries (in the worst case where each column 
contains only one non-zero entry). Flence, the time complexity for the distribution
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Figure 5.2. Load balancing of matrices IR160-1 and IR160-2 for the 2D decom­
position scheme: (a) The initial structure of matrix IR160-1, (b) The structure of 
matrix IR160-1 after asymmetric row-column permutation for uniform checker­
board load balancing, (c) The initial structure of matrix IR160-2, (d) The struc­
ture of matrix IR160-2 after asymmetric row-column permutation for uniform 
checkerboard load balancing.
phase can be given as 0{{M + Z)^/P), which is better than the algorithm in the 
ID case if the average number of non-zero entries per row is less than \ /P  (Recall 
that the complexity in the ID case is 0{MP),  and note that 0{(M  + Z)\/P)  ~  
0{wavgM\/P)^ where Wavg is average number of non-zero entries per row).
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The asymmetric row/column permutation within the sparse matrix changes 
the structure and the sparsity pattern of the matrix. The effects of these permu­
tations (i.e. the results of the proposed load balancing algorithm) can be easily 
seen in Figure 5.2. (IR160-1 and IR160-2 are described in Chapter 8.)
in this case, the initial percent load imbalance of the given matrices was %3()1 
percent for IR160-1 and %.309 percent for ÎR160-2 (due to Equation 4.1). Hence, 
providing the load balance among the parts was absolutely a requirement. After 
the asymmetric row/column permutation, we achieved a percent load imbalance 
of %0.8 for 1R160-1, and %8.2 for IR160-2. Hence, we can say that this algorithm 
finds out a reasonable solution for our systems.
5.2 P ara lle l A lgorith m
The cocU’se-grain parallel solution for the surrogate constraint algorithm is ini- 
ticdly proposed for a ID partitioning scheme. In this implementation, we used 
2D partitioning, but the sennuitic of the coarse-grain paridlel formulation is pre­
served. This mecins that although checkerboard partitioning is used, the compu­
tations are still performed with the assumption that the blocks consist of entire 
rows. Therefore, we have to somehow provide that ecvch processor of one row- 
slice acts like a. single processor that owns the entire slice. Consequently, each 
processor belonging to a row-slice synchronously performs the block projection 
(defined within rowwise stripped blocks).
For the pa.rallelization based on 2D partitioning, we used the communication 
scheme of Hendrickson et. al. in [10], which is proposed lor sparse matrix- 
vector multiplication in 2D domain. This scheme is refined by Lewis and van 
de Geijn [19] lor a transpose free SpMxV. They improved the method via an 
adaptation in the data decomposition. However, we used only the communication 
scheme of these methods for the generation of the next point.
Next, let us consider our proposed parallelization scheme. First, a uniform 
checkerboard partitioning is cipplied to the A matrix so that Ccicli processor gets 
it own submatrix Aq·. But in this case, the RHS vector b is first partitioiuxl 
into r portions each assigned to a row-slice, and then agciiri decomposed into c 
portions which are assigned to the processors in the related column-slice ( where
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r denotes the number of row-slices, and c denotes the number of column-slices). 
The decomposition of b can be shown as follows:
b =
bo \
br-i /
and hi
l>:o \
\  j
Each processor Pij gets the related portion 6  ^ of the RHS vector.
Similarly, we partitioned the result vector X.  However, since X  is column 
vector, the distribution must be performed column-wise. This implies that the 
result vector X  is first partitioned into c portions each assigned to a column-slice, 
and then again decomposed into r portions which are assigned to tlie ])rocessors 
in the related row-slice. X  is decomposed so that
/  xo \  I xuj
c i n d  X j  —X =
•-Cc-l / V •^’( r - l ) j  j
In this parallelization scheme, each processor is responsible lor the calculation of 
the corresponding portion Xij of the result vector. With this initial distributions 
the algorithm starts if the whole system, A X  < b is not feasible.
Next, examine the block projections of the surrogate constraints. As men­
tioned the computation of these projections is still based on the assumption of 
lowwise stripped block partitions. Due to that assumption, the first problem is 
tlie calculation of the surrogate hyperplane defined as TTiAiX — Wibi = 0, because 
each processor belonging to row-slice i knows only its own portions /lp-,Aj and 
bij of the respective global components. This problem is solved via Ibld/expcind 
operations performed within the row domain as follows: Ecich processor calcu­
lates Yij = A-ijXj cuid steps into a row-xvise performed vector .summation (fold), 
which leaves the appropriate portion of the sum Yi on processor Pij. After 
that, the processors calculate the difference A;,· = Yi^  — bij locally, and define the 
rela.ted portion of Xij by using Equation 8.2. However, note that the number of 
violated constraints and their toted amount must also be provided lor this ca.lcu- 
lation, which leads to an additional scalar sum within the row-slice i. After that, 
each processor gets the vector slice Ti via a row-wise performed collect (expand) 
operation.
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The algorithm proceeds with the ciilcLdation of the block projection ibr the 
generation of the next point X.  As mentioned, each processor is only responsible 
of its own portion Xij of this point. Therefore, each processor requires only 
the respective part (Dji) of the block projection vector Z), which is taken as the 
convex combination of the local block projection vectors (IN. The local projection 
vectors cU'e calculated according to Equation 3 .2 . Let us reexpress this equation 
for each processor Pij, so that cC = (/.d/q'jTri/l;./, where /d = 7r,:(/l,:A' — 6,·) and 
7 * = ||7riAi||· .^ it can be easily seen that each processor in row-slice i Ccui ordy 
calculate its loccd components p''·' and 7 *h Note that p'' and 7 * are inner products 
having the property of p‘ = J2‘jZo ¿‘■nd 7 ' = 7 “' · We used this property
for the solution and summed up the components of these scalars within the row- 
slices.
Now, the next point is generated by taking the convex combination of all 
block projections. Since ecich processor is responsible of its own Xp  it needs 
only the respective portion of the overcill combimition Dj^. Therefore, a vector 
sum (fold) operation is column-wise performed over all local vectors, which 
leaves the required part (Dj^) ol the summation Dj on processor Pij. The defini­
tion of the step sizing rule remains as {c(/fl) = ||df |P /  || X j - l h ' b u t
each processor can only obtciin aij and 7 ^ from its local components. However, 
since a = Ei=o ~  S*=o Ej=i we can solve this problem by
using a global scalar sum operation performed over all processors. Obtaining the 
global sccdar sum of both (cv, each processor is now alrle to calcida.te its focal 
subcomponent Xij of the next point via a local DAXPY  operation.
To check the feasibility of the system, and to define a new surrogate plane in 
the infecisible case, each processor in column-slice j  requires again the whole A./ 
vector. In order to provide Xj  cigain a collection (expand) operation is column­
wise performed over Xij. Processors that cichieve the global Xj  vector check the 
feasibility of the generated system by using 7rq, which is calculated according 
to the explcinations above. If the system is still infeasible the above considered 
process is repeated until a feasible solution is obtained.
In order to summarize the given explcinations of the parallel implementation, 
the pseudo code of one major iteration is given in Figure 5.3. The notations and 
assimq^tions used in the algorithm are given as follows:
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While Continue do
=  <  A i j  , Ttij >
TVi =  ROW-EXPAND(7Tÿ)
( f i  =  (tt,: X A i j Ÿ '
= < f/ÿ , >
( i C f )  = ROW-SUM(/W,7* i)
dP = yl qij
a i j  =  <  d l i , æ i  >
D j ,  =  COL-FOLD(d'·'· )
P ij  — D j j  , D j^
(a-./?) = GSUM(aij,A:j)
= Xj, -A I  Dj,
Xj = C()L-EXPAND(Xj,)
=  A ij  X X j
Yj  ^ = ROW-FOLD(î/ ·^  ^ )
Find vc^ '^  and va^ ‘^  by using A ij 
where A ij — Yj. — bij
loca l in n er  p rod u ci 
row  co llect  
loca l SpM xV  
loca l in n er  produ ct  
row  s c a la r  sum , 
loca l Sc V produ ct  
loca l in n er  produ ct  
colum n v ec to r  sum . 
loca l in n er  p rodu ct  
g lobal s c a la r  sum . 
loca l D A X P Y  
colu m n  co llec t  
loca l SpM xV  
row  v ec to r  sum .
, loca l v ec to r  sub.
(vc\  va^) =  R O W -SlJM ivp·^ ,va"^ ), row  s c a la r  sum .
Update Tr^ j using A ij 
by applying Eq. 8.2
d* TVij = () then 
]ij — 0 
else
Jij = l
Continue = GOR( fij) 
end win le
loca l u pdates
i'l'p = t fiop)
Gp — ~ “t Hlcitr))
( I p  =  4 ^ >/ /¿07) )
( T p  =  ‘I n t j i o p )
( T p = ( X P -  í ) ( t , u - l · t t r ) )
( I p  =. n t  f l rjp)
(Ip =■ 2'iitjifjp)
(Ip — (\/Ê — 1 )(/.5u “1" iir(l>tr 4" ijlop)))) 
('Ip = 2ur ( flop)
( 'Fp =  2 ( X P -  [ ) ( t , u - l ·  U r ) )
( I p  =  2 ï l r  I ' f l op)
( I p  — ( Y P  ~  ^ ) ( i s u  "I" f ^ r U r ) )
( I p  — ‘i ^ ' h i o p )
( 'Fp =  ( \ / P  -  +  m c ( U r  +  i  f i o p ) ) ) )
( I p  — ‘I d I c f l op )
( T p  =  ( Y F - l ) ( i s n  +  U r ) )
( I p  — 2 n i c  f l op )
g lobal OR ('Fp =  2 ( V F -  O O - s u +  U r ) )
Figure 5.3. The pseudo code of the parcillelization of the coarse-grain parade 
formulation of the surrogcite constraint algorithm bcised on 2D pcirtitioning.
• A  is an M X N  matrix contciining Z  non-zero entries.
• y  and Y  are M x 1 column vectors.
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• A. and 7T are 1 x M  row vectors.
• q , d , D  , and X  cire x J column vectors.
• m =M /r, mt=mlc,  n=N /c, ni=n/r,  cuid z —Zj?·, where P is the number 
of processors, r is the number of row-slices, and c is the number of column- 
slices.
• Aij is the part belonging to the P''- row-slice and the column-slice of the 
matrix A,
— Aij is an rn X n subrnatrix conta.ining non-zero entries.
• bi is the P'’ slices of the respective global vectors of size M x 1,
— bi is a rn X 1 subvectors  maintained in row-slice i.
• bij is the slices of the respective globcil vectors of size rn x 1,
— bij is an mt X 1 local subvector  of slice 6,: maintained by processor Pij.
• Ai  and TTi are the slices of the respective global vectors of size 1 x il4,
— Ai  cuid TTi are 1 x rn local subvectors  maintained in row-slice i.
• Aij  and TTij are the j^^ ’' slices of the respective subvectors of size 1 x ?/v.,
— Aij  and TZij are 1 x rnt local subvectors  niciintained by processor Pij.
• Yj is the slices of the respective global vectors of size M x 1,
— Yj is a rn X 1 loccd subvector  maintained in column-slice .;.
• Yj  ^ is the slices of the respective global vectors of size m x 1,
— Yj  ^ is an mt X 1 local subvector  of slice Yj maintained by processor Piy
• Dj  and X j  are the slices of the respective global vectors of size x 1,
— D j  and X j  are x 1 local subvectors  rnaintciined in column-slice .;. •
• Dj^ and Xj.  cire the P^'' slices of the respective global vectors of size n x 1,
— Dj^ and Xj^ are nt x 1 local subvectors  maintained by processor
• is a rrit X 1 local vector  maintained by processor Pij.
• q'·' and are rii x 1 local vec tors  maintained by processor Pij.
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• a, fl are global scalars,
— aij,/3ij are the local components nrCiTitCmed by processor Pij.
• /i‘,7 ' ai’e scalars inaintained in row-slice
— are local sccilars mciintciinecl by processor P;.j.
• vc\vcL are scalars maintained in row-slice i,
— vP is the number of violated constraint, and vC is the cunount of violation 
within row-slice i,
— vE'Cva'’^  are the local components maintciined by processor Pij.
In genercd, a subscript ij denotes the local subcom ponent  of global com­
ponent riiciintciined by pj ocessor Pjj, while a sup(;rscript ij denotes only a loccd 
co m p o n en t  maintained by processor Pjj, not a part of some other global com­
ponents. For the sake of legibility, the vectors are indicated as boldface, while 
scalar values are in normal font.
5.3 P erform ance A n alysis
In this section, we examine the performance evaluation of our system, assumed 
to l)e implemented on a P processor 2D mesh topology. The parallel run time 
spent in each step of the iteration is given on the right hand side of Figure 5.-I. 
Summing up the time of ecicli operation, the run time L], s];)ent in one complete 
iteration can be approximate!}' given as follows:
Tp — (6z 4- 6m<; 4- 4?i,. -f 5n -f {\/P — l)('mc 4- nr))tftop 4- 
fO(\/F — f 4" 2 (\/P  — l)(?7'i.c
Tp ~  (dp 4- 6"^ 4- 4 ^  4- dn 4- rn)tfiop 4- fO(\/P — 1)/:*», 4- (n 4- ‘>n)t Ir
where tfiop is the time required for one floating point operation, denotes the 
start up time, and Ur is transmission time. Assume that («„„y is the average 
number of non-zero entries per row in the matrix, so that Z, the total number ol 
non-zero elements in the entire nicitrix is Mwavg- Taking M «  N, the run time 
of one iteration turns into
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Tp = + 1 0 ^  + + 1 0 (/P  -  l)tsu + 4-^ _  (5.1)P s/P \ /P
Equation 5.1 show,s that the parallel implementation based on 2D partitioning 
scheme has a run time complexity of 0 { ^ )  per iteriition. However, the number of 
the required communication is reduced to 10(\/P — 1) which is less than needed 
in the ID case for \ /P  > 1..5. Moreover, the volume of communication per 
iteration, which is I{ \ /P  — 1)A1, is also minimized (since it was 2{P — 1)N in 
the ID case). Hence, both the number and the volume of communication are 
minimized implicitly.
Next, let us consider the sjDeedup of the parallelization. Recall that the run 
time of the coarse-grain parallel formulation of the surrogate constraint algorithm 
is given as W  = (QwavgN + lOfV + 6PN)tfiop. Then, the speedup of our parallel 
implementation is as follows:
s {QwavgN -f lOAl + 6PN)tfiop
(6lOavg^ + 10^ +  + 10(\/P — 1)^ *.« + 4 ''^^ '
Accordingly the efficiency of our implementation is
(5.2)
E
{QWavgN + ION + 6PN)tflop
(5.3)
7 {OWavg^ + 10^ T I'^ytflop T 10{\/P — l)isu +
Since N  E, the term which does not contain N  can be neglected.
O'io„,vg > 10 cilso neglecting the related term. Furthermore, taking 
equation can be simplified as
, CP-i
E 0N(Wavg + P)tfhp
P 6^{Wavg + lVP)tflop +
As P  goes to infinity, the dominance of lOavg reduces gradually. 
•Wr,.vq according to this assumption, the equation turns into
1 the
(5.4) 
iglectiiig
E
6Nt flop
N^t f lop  + 4
(5.5)
tr
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Fiiicilly, the efficiency of the parallel implementation based on 2D partitioning 
Cell! be expressed as
E litfiop
r t f i  op + 4/ tr ( 5 .6 )
which implies that the ratio is proportiomil to VP.  The efficiency of the paral­
lelization is 0 ( \ /P ) , which yields that our parallel implementation has an increa.s- 
ing efficiency with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation. Furthermore, 
the obtained efficiency is higher than it wcis in the parcdlelization bcised on ID 
I)artitioning (0(1)).
Our implementation is based on checkerboard pcirtitioning scheme. Thus, we 
Ccin pcirtition an X Af matrix among a maximum of N'  ^ processors. In other 
words, P  is 0{N^) (which is actually better than it is in the rowwise stripped 
case). The lowest level of granularity is one matrix element per processor. Hence, 
checkerboarding can exploit more concurrency them stripping.
Nevertheless, the parallelization bcised on 2D pcU'titioning gets a better per­
formance than the pcirallelization based on ID pcirtitioning. The 2D partitioning 
scheme reduces the overhead of the parallelization implicitly. However, the defi­
ciency of both schemes is still the same; the lack of the explicit minimization of 
the communication. In the next chapter, we proposed a parcdlelization scheme 
based on hypergraph partitioning, which minimizes the communication overhead 
explicitly.
Chapter 6
MINIMIZING 
COMMUNICATION IN ID 
PARTITIONING
So far, we itnpleiTierited the cocirse-grain parallel formulation of the surrogate con­
straint algorithm for ID and 2D partitioning schemes. 'I'lie parcdlelization based 
on fD partitioning is focused on the load bcdance of the process without any 
mainteimnce of the communication overhead. The parallelization l)a.sed on the 
21) partitioning improves the ID scheme reducing both the number and vohrine 
of communication implicitly by using ci different communication topology. Ifow- 
(wer, it should be possible to minimize the communication overhead explicitly. 
Different partitioning schemes with good load balance may significantly affect the 
communication requirements. In literature, the minimization of the communica­
tion overhead while maintaining the computational load balance is formulated as 
the well known K-xvay graph partitioning problem, where K  denotes tlie numbei' 
of processors in the target parallel architecture.
The computational graph model is widely used for the parallelization of var­
ious scientific applications. Flowever, the model has an important deficiency 
of reflecting the actual communication requirements, summarized by (jatalyiirivk 
and Aykanat in [2]. They proposed a computational hAjpergraph moAo\ that a.voids 
tlio; deficiency of the graph model. The presented hypergraph model reduces the 
partitioning problem to the well known K-way hypergraph paAi.ition.ing problem,
48
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widely encountered in circuit pcirtitioning in VLSI community. They show tluit 
the corresponding hypergraph partitioning tool, called PaToH, produces 30% - 
38% percent better partitions than the graph model achieves. Furthermore, Pa- 
Toll yields encouraging results in comparison to a similar approach, known cis 
hJVIetis in the literature [13]. It runs considerably faster than liMetis in ecich 
de composition instance, obtaining an almost equal quedity. d’lierefore, we decide 
to improve our parallelization based on ID partitioning by using hypergraph pevr- 
titioning. This chapter summcirizes the communication rninirnizcition achieved 
with the hypergrciph model cipplied to the parallelization scheme based on ID 
partitioning.
6.1 H yp ergrap h  P a r titio n in g  based  ID  P a r ti­
t io n in g
A hypergraph 7i = (V,Af) is defined as a set of vertices V and a set of nets 
(hyperedges) Af among those vertices. Every net iij Ç Af is a subset of vertices, 
i.e. U j  Ç V, which are called its pins. The size of a net is equal to the number 
of its pins. The degree of a vertex is equal to the number of nets to which it 
is connected. W{ and 0j denote the weight of vertex u,; G V and the cost of net 
n.j G AA, respectively. FI - {TojEi·, h a K-way parl/Uion of TC{V,Ai) if
tlie following conditions hold:
• each part Vk is a non-empty subset of V, i.e. Vk C V and Vk ^  0 for
0 < A: < -  1
• union of K  pcirts is equal to V, i.e. = V
• parts are pairwise disjoint, i.e. Vk H P; = 0 for 0 < A; < / < A" — 1
A K-v/ciy partition is cilso Ccilled a multiway partition if K > 2, and a bipar­
tition if K  = 2. A partition is said to be balanced if each part Vk satisfies the 
balance criterion
~ ^  IdA ^  FFaufl(l + £)> foi’ A: — 0,1,..., A ( 6. 1)
where weight Wk of a part Vk is defined as the sum of the weights of the vertices 
in that part (i.e. Wk = ^ v , e n  ^avg = ijlviev Wi)/N denotes the weight 
of each part under perfect load balance condition, and e represents the pre­
determined maximum imbalance ratio allowed.
In a partition 11 of H,  a net that has at least one pin (vertex) in a pcirt is said 
to connect that part. The connectivity set \1/,· of a net n,· is defined as the set of 
parts connected by nj. The connectivity i/:>j = |^ j | of a net n.j denotes the number 
of parts connected by Uj. A net iij is said to be cut if it connects more than one 
part {il>j > 1), and uncut otherwise (?/),· = 1). The set of cut nets of a partition 11 
is denoted as Afs- There are various cutsize definitions for representing the cost 
T(fl) of a partition 11. Two relevant definitions are;
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(a) T (n) = ^  0, and (b) T (n) = ^  ~ 1) (6.2)
nj G A/f Uj G
in Equation 6.2.a, cutsize is equal to the sum of the costs 0, of the cut nets 
(rij G Afs)· In Equation 6.2.b, each cut net rij contributes — 1) to the
cutsize. Hence, hypergra})!! partitioning problem can be defined as the task of 
dividing a hyiDergraph into two or more parts so that the cutsize is minimized, 
while the balance criterion in Equation 6.1 is rniiintained among the part weights.
The computational hypergraph model that we used for the partitioning of 
the sparse matrix is the column-net model. In the column-net model, matrix A 
is represented as a hypergraph TCc = {Vn-,Afc) for row-wise partitioning. Each 
column is represented by a net (hyperedge) and each row is represented by a. 
vertex in the hypergraph. There exists one vertex u,; and one net rij  for each row 
and column of A, respectively. Net n.j C Vn contains the vertices corresponding 
to the rows which have a non-zero entry on column j .  Formally, a hypergraph 
He = {VuiAic) is a column-net representation of a speU'se matrix A G =
(aij) iff the Ibllowing conditions are satisfied.
• Ptz = {i’ori’ij •••riAz-i}? where represents the f ' ’ row of matrix A.
• Afc = {co,ci, ...,cat- i }, where Ci represents the if'' column of matrix A.
• V Uj· G Vn and V Hj G Ac 9 Ui G rij if and only if ««·,· ^  0.
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In our parallelization scheme, eiich vertex n, G Vn corresponds to the atomic task 
i of computing the projection onto the individiuil convex set <!>,■ in the surrogate 
algorithm. Hence, the computational weight tOi of a vei'tex n, G Vn is equal to 
the total number of non-zeros in row i. Nets of Hn  represents the dependency 
relations of the atomic tasks to the æ-vector components in row-wise decomposi­
tion. Each net rij can be considered as incurring the surrogation of constraint i 
lor each vertex (row) Vi G n,·. Hence, each net rij denotes the set of atomic tasks 
(vertices) thcit need Xj.
The given hypergraph model is initially proposed lor symmetric row/column 
|)ermutations. However, the requirement of symmetric row/column permuta­
tion restricts the search s]Dace for a good solution. As mentioned, our system 
supports asymmetric row/column permutations, and hence the additional con­
sistency maintenance given in [2] for symmetric row/column permutation is not 
performed.
Next, we consider the communiccition requirements of a partition H of He in 
the column-net model for row-wise partitioning of a matrix A. For the scike of 
generality, we cissurne that part Vk is assigned to processor Pk tor A: = 0,1,..., iv — 
1. As 11 is defined as a ¡partition on the vertex set of Tic·, it induces a complete part 
(processor) assignment for the rows of matrix A and hence tor the components of 
b (i.e. the row permutation depends on H). Tha.t is, a vertex V{ assigned to part 
'Pk in 11 corresponds to assigning row i and bi to part 'Pk- However, partition 11 
does not induce any part assignment for the nets of Tic-
Here, we consider partition 11 as inducing particil assignment for the nets of Tic 
(hence tor the æ-vector components) by exploiting uncut/cut (internal/external) 
net concept. As cdl pins of an uncut (internal) net iij of part Pk lie in Pk^ ail 
rows which need Xj for the block projection computation cire aJready assigned to 
processor Pk- Hence, internal net Uj of Pk does not necessitate any communica­
tion if Xj is cissigned to processor Pk- The assignment of Xj to processor Pk can 
be considered as permuting column Cj to part Pk· Considering a cut (external) 
net ??.,·, all pins of rij lie in the parts in its connectivity set tk,·, which means that 
all rows which need Xj for the comi^utcitions are cissigned to the parts (proces­
sors) in Hence, a communication between the processors in T,· is necessary. 
The question here is which communication scheme is preferable. Which cutsize
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definition can effectively represent the corninunication volume requirement?
We proposed two different communication schemes each modeled the re­
spective cutsize definition given in Equation 6.2 . The first one is derived Iroiri 
the communication scheme used in the parallelization based on ID partitioning. 
In this scheme, (;ach processor is concerned with the communication of the cut 
nets, independent of the rehited connectivity set (T). Therefore, this scheme is 
referred to as the global communication scheme. Since the connectivity is not 
involved, the cutsize definition is tciken as in Equation 6.2 .a. Here, the computa­
tional locid of the cut nets {nj € Afs) is distributed equally among all processors. 
Each processor Pk gets an additional responsibility of [ \Me\lK  ] cut nets (i.e. x- 
vector components). This irniDoses that processor Pk sends its locally ccilculated 
cut-components to all other processors. Hence, the amount of communication 
volume for one operation (fold/expcind) can be expressed in terms of the cutsize 
definition cis <7T(H), where a is the number of communications required on the 
respective processor topology.
The second communication scheme depends on the connectivity property of 
the cut nets. The communication induced by a cut net ??,,· is performed only 
between the parts (processors) in i*, . Thus, this scheme can be viewed as a. point- 
to-point communication scheme, and because of its local aspect, it is referred 
to as the local communication scheme in the following discussions. Since the 
connectivity is concerned, the cutsize is defined according to Equation 6.2 .b. 
Consider a cut net rij having the connectivity Hj so that Xj is assigned to any 
part Vs € In the communication scheme, cut net n./ indicates that processor
nP, should send its local Xj to those processors in the connectivity set of 
except itself (i.e. to processors in the set \1/,· — {P«}). Hence, the contribution 
|vl/ ,J — 1 = ip· — 1 of cut net iij to the cutsize models the amount of comrnuniccition 
volume effectively. However, there is still an importcint problem related to the 
cissignment of Xj; which processor will be the owner of n/l  There may be several 
heuristics for the non-trivial solution. We decide to use the following one: d'he 
processor having the smelliest index i of G n,· is the owner of rij (and thus the 
owner of Xj).
No matter which kind of communication scheme is used, by assigning unit 
costs to the nets (i.e. 0,· = 1 for each net Uj), the proposed column-net model
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reduces the pcU'titioning problem to the A"-wa,y hypergrciph partitioning problem. 
Minimizing the outsize corresponds to minimizing the actual volume of interpro­
cessor communication, whereas maintaining the balance criterion corresponds to 
maintciining the computational load balance during local computations.
Figure 6.1 illustrates a 4-way hypergrciph partition corresponding to the 4- 
way partitioning of a. 16 X 16 sample iruitrix so that part Vt is assigned to pro­
cessor Pi for I = 0,1,2,3. As shown Vo = {?-i, ?3, rio, ria), Vi = {ro, r,,, r , ,}, 
P'Z = {f’oV’rP'sV’u}, and P3 = It can be easily seen that the
computational load balance is maintciined, because ea.ch part Vk has an equal 
amount of 10 pins. The internal (uncut) nets in the partition are {c..i,C7,cs} in 
T’o, {c3, C.5, C12, C15} in Pi, {ci,Cu} in V21 and {c-2, C13, C14) in V3 . Nets Co,Ce,C9, 
and cio are external nets, left in the cut. Actucilly, they are the nets that cause 
interprocessor communications.
First, we consider the partition for the global communication scheme. The cor­
responding row/column permutation of the initial matrix is given in Figure 6.1 .c. 
Note that the cut nets ¿ire shifted towards the right hand side of the matrix. As 
shown, each processor can perform the comj^utations within the block parts (light 
colored) independent of each other, because no processor needs the components 
of the others. However, the banded region (dark colored) requires communica.- 
tion since every processor is concerned with the computation. The cutsize of the 
partition is 4. To identify the required communication overhead let us consider 
a global collect operation on the »-vector components in the cut (dark colored 
region) on a 4 processor ring topology. Ecich processor sends the respective com­
ponent to its neighbor until all processors get the concatenated result. Thus, 
a volume of 1 component is communicated (P — 1 ) times. Actiuilly the overall 
communication volume is P{P — 1 ) = 1 2 . Examining the related cutsize deiini- 
tion, the volume of communication given as (rT(n) is also 12, since a = 3 and 
T(1I) = 4. Now, consider a global sum operation. Again each processor sends the 
respective component to its neighbor until all rehited portions (of size \Afe\!P) 
of the summed result are left on the respective processor. Similarly, the overall 
communication is 12. Using the cutsize definition, we obtained also 12. Hence, we 
can say that the cutsize definition model is correct for the globed communication 
scheme.
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Figure 6.1 . A 4-way hypergraph partitioning of a 16 x 16 sample matrix A: (a) 
The non-zero structure of matrix A, (b) The corresponding hypergrciph parti­
tioning with column-net model, (c) A sample row/column permutation of nuitrix 
A, according to the hyi^ergraph partitioning with globed communication, (d) A 
sample row/column permutation of matrix A, according to the hypergraph pcir- 
titioning with local communication.
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Next, we examine the partition for the local communication scheme. The cor­
responding row/column permutation of the initial matrix is given in Figure 6.1 .c. 
In this case, the computations within the block parts (light colored) cannot be 
performed independently, because there are more than one part requiring the 
same component Xj where Uj Ç Afs. Let us consider cut net cg with the connec­
tivity set ^9 =  {Pq^ Pi^ P2 } . In the global collect (exi:)and) operation, Pq should 
send Xÿ to both processors Pi and P2 only once since ;cg is assigned to processor 
/o and ^9 — Po = {P i,p 2 }. Similarly, since .tiq is assigned to processor Pi, it 
should send .Tiq to processor P2 and P3 , respectively. Furthermore, processor P2 
should send xq and xq to processor F3. Consequently, in this scheme the actual 
volume of communication is 6 which is clearly less than it is in the global com­
munication scheme. Consider the global sum (fold) operation (which is actually 
the reverse of the global collect) for cut net cg. This time processors Pi and P2 
should send their local values of Xg to processor Pi. Likewise, processors P2 and 
P:i should send their local values of Xw to processor Pi. Moreover, processor /3  
should send the local values xq and xq to processor P2 . Accordingly, the actual 
volume of communication is again 6. Since the cutsize is also equal to 6, the 
cutsize model is effective for the communication volume representcition, as well 
as in the previous scheme.
Another interesting aspect of loccd communication scheme is that it reduces 
the number of communication required in the fold/expcind operation, especially 
lor increasing number of processors; the maximum number of communication is 
2 for both operations. Therefore, it is obvious that the communication minimiza­
tion of the local communication scheme is more effective. However, we imple­
mented both schemes lor the ¡parallelization of the surrogate constraint method, 
described in the following sections. But before stepping into these implementa­
tions, we would like to explain the hypergraph partitioning tool that uses the 
given computational hypergraph model.
We apply a multilevel hypergraph partitioning tool, called PciToH (Pcirtitioning 
Tools for /Lypergraphs), for the ID partitioning of the matrix. PaToH is a mul­
tilevel algorithm that achieves a K-w&y hypergraph partitioning by recursive 
bisection for ciny value of K. In a multilevel paradigm, a sequence of successively 
coarser hypergraphs is constructed. A bisection of the smelliest hypergraph is
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Multilevel Graph Bisection
Initial Partitioning Phase
Figure 6.2 . Phases of the multilevel graph bisection. During the coarsening phase, 
the size of the graph is successively reduced; during the initial partitioning phase, 
a bisection of the smaller graph is computed; and during the uncoarsening, the 
bisection is successively projected to the larger graphs.
computed, and it is used to obtain a bisection of the original hypergraph by suc­
cessively projecting the bisection to the next level finer hypergraph. Actually, 
the bisection algorithm used in PaïoH consists of three phases; coarsening, ini­
tial partitioning, and uncoarsening. Figure 6.2 gives a general overview of these 
phcises in the multilevel hypergraph partitioning algorithm.
Using PaToU, we obtained two types of hypergraph partitions. The difference 
of the partitions is related to the reprocessing of a cut component. In the first 
type, the nets that are defined to be in cut are not reconsidered. This scheme 
minimizes the number of nets left in cut without caring about the connectivity of 
the nets. This type of partitioning is used for the global communication scheme, 
since the volume of communication is strictly affected by the number of cuts. 
Figure 6..3 shows partition after the asymmetric row/colurnn permutation of the 
matrices IR160-1 and IR160-2. The percent load imbalance before the permu­
tation was %2.56 for IR160-1, and %2..35 for 1R160-2 (calculated according to
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Figure 6.3. 4-way hypergraph partitioning of matrices IR160-1 and IR160-2: (a) 
The initial structure of matrix IR160-1, (b) The structure of matrix IR160-1 after 
asymmetric row/column permutation for 4-way hypergraph partitioning, (c) The 
initial structure of matrix IR160-2, (d) The structure of matrix IR160-2 after 
asymmetric row/column permutation for 4-way hypergraph partitioning.
Equation 4 .1 ). After the asymmetric row/column permutation the percent load 
imbalance is calculated as %0.0005 for IR160-1, and as %0.47 for IR160-2. The 
results show that a reasonable load balance for the system is obtained.
In the second type of partitioning, the nets in cut are additionally split. This 
approach reduces the number of contributing parts in the connectivity set. Hence,
besides the number of cut nets, the connectivity of the nets is also minimized. 
This type of partitioning is used for the local communication scheme, since both 
the number cind the volume of communication depend on the connectivity of the 
cut nets. In this case, the load imbalance after the row/column permutation is 
0.01% for mcitrix IR160-1 and 0.64% for matrix IR160-2.
Now, let us continue with the discussions of the implementations with both 
communication schemes of the coarse-grain parallel Ibrmulation of the surrogate 
constraint algorithm based on hypergraph partitioning.
6.2  P ara lle l A lgor ith m  for G lobal C om m u n ica­
tio n  S chem e
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The parallel implementation based on hypergraph partitioning is actually simi­
lar to the parallelization based on ID partitioning with the exception that the 
required communication is constrained to the columns left in the cut. In compu­
tational jDoint of view, the semcuitic of the coarse-grain parcillel ibrmulation of the 
SLirrogcite constraint algorithm is preserved. Hence, the parcdlel inq^lernentation 
is strciightlbrward.
Again, based on the distributed memory architecture, the master node dis­
tributes the respective parts generated by the hypergraph partitioning and per­
muted like in Figure 6.1 .c. The column permutation is performed so that the cut 
nets cire shifted to the right hand side of the matrix. After the distribution, each 
processor Pi has its own block Ai of the matrix, and the respective slice 6,- of the 
RHS vector. The distribution of the X-vector is carried out so that each proces­
sor Pi owns Xi = {Xi^.\Xi^^t) where Xi^, stands for the internal components, and 
Xi^^i denotes the cut components of slice Xi. With these initicil conditions the 
algorithm starts if the whole system A X  < b is not feasible.
Next, consider the generation of the respective portions Xi of the next point 
from the combined block projection vector Di. As shown in Figure 6.1 .c, the 
internal components Xi^ do not interact with the remaining rows in the matrix, 
which allows us to generate this part of the subvector independently. Recall that 
the next point is genei'cited from the convex combination of all block projections 
(D). Since, the block projection of the internal component vector is zero in all
blocks except the the corresponding part of the combined projection vector 
D¿^ . consists only of Hence Di^ is simply taken as ci^, which is calculated 
according to Equation 3.2. However, the part in the cut includes coupling rows, 
meaning that the respective block projection d'"'“' is non-zero for more than one 
block. Hence, to obtain the convex combination (Dent) of the cut components, a 
global sum over the local vectors is necessary. A fold operation is performed 
over the local d‘"“‘ block projection vectors leciving on respective processor
Pi.
The calculcition of the step sizing rule given as a'//3 succeeds in the same 
manner. and fli are Ccdculated locally l^ y ecich processor, and a globed scedar 
summation is performed over all parts. Getting the combined projection subvec­
tor Di =  ( ) and the scalars cv,/?, each processor Pi generates the related
portion Xi = {Xis\Xi^„t) of the next point X  via a loccil DAXPY operiition. Note 
that Di^ forms Xi^, cuid forms respectively.
Until now, it was a requirement to provide all components of the A"-vector 
to each processor Pi for the feasibility check AiX  < bi, cind for the definition 
of the new surrogate hyperplane (in the infeasible Ccise). This requirement is 
also reduced by the hypergrciph partitioning scheme. Considering Figure G.l.c, 
note thcit the internal columns Ci^  of part Ai are so permuted that no other 
interned values except Xig are required. More precisely, each part A,· consists of 
such columns which correspond to the related Xi^. vector, so that other internal 
columns of Ai do not hewe any non-zero entries. However, this is not valid for the 
columns in the cut. Therefore, the cut components (Xcut) of X  must be somehow 
provided to each processor. This is simply achieved by performing a global collect 
operation over the related cut components
The explained iterative step is performed until the algorithm converges to a 
feasible solution. Figure 6.4 outlines our explaiuition (i.e. one iterative step of 
the cilgorithrn), for a given processor Pi. The notations and assumptions used in 
the algorithm are given as follows:
• A  is an M  X N  nuitrix containing Z  non-zero entries.
• b and Y  are M  x 1 column vectors.
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• A  and TT cire 1 x M row vectors.
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• q, d, D ,  and X  are x 1 column vectors.
• D s  and X s  are Ns x 1 vectors representing the internal components of 
the respective global vectors, where Ns is the number of intermd columns
;ts) in the part.
• Dcut and X„u are Ncut x 1 vectors representing the components left in the 
cut of the respective global vectors, where Ncui is the number of columns 
(cut) nets in the part.
• z=Z/P , m=M /P, ncut= Afc«i/P, and n —n s  + riau where n is the number 
of columns in one pcU’t, and ris is the number of internal columns in the 
Scime part; cind P  is the number of processors.
• Ai is the row-slice of matrix
— Ai is cin m X N  submatrix containing  ^ non-zero entries.
• bi cind Yi are the P'’ slices of the respective global vectors of size M x f ,
— bi and Yi are m x 1 local su b vec to rs  maintained by processor Pi.
• A i  and TTj are the P''' slices of the respective global vectors of size 1 x M,
— A i  and TTi are 1 x m local su b vec to rs  maintained by processor Pi.
• Di and X i  are the P’’ slices of the respective global vectors of size N  x f ,
— Di and X i  are n x 1 local subvec to rs  niciintained by processor Pi,
— Dig and Xig are representing the internal components in Di and Xi,
— Di^^ ,. and Xi'cut representing the cut components in Di and Xi.
• and d' are N  x 1 local v ec to rs  maintciined by processor Pi,
— q'^  ^ and d'‘^  are Ns x 1 vectors representing the internal components,
— g*“·“ and are Ncut x 1 vectors representing the cut components.
• cv cind ¡1 are global scalars while Oi and fii are the local components main­
tained by processor Pi. ¡.P and 7 * are local scalars maintciined by processor
Pi.
In general, a subscript i denotes the local su b c o m p o n e n t  of global com­
ponent maintained by processor Pi, while a superscript i denotes only a local
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While Continue do
N  = < A i  , 7Г,: > , local inner product Op —
</'· = (щ X Ai)'^' , local SpMxV {Tp = iztfiop)
A  = < q \ q i  > , local inner product {Tp = 2niji,yp)
i , local Sc V product Op — ^^ '^ 'fiop)
Q'i -  d \  é  >
= dl
, local inner product {Ip = ‘Intjifjp)
D i ,  = d'-
= FOLD(d'-< ) , global vector sum. Op — (P ~ + Hcxit(ttr + if lop))))
As =  <  A s  , A s  > , local inner product Op — I'^^ s'ifiop)
A — As d" ^  1  ^ , local inner product {'Ip = 2nc\it.iflop)
(a-,/?) = GSUM(Q'bA) , global scalar sum. {Tp = {P -  l){t,uPtir))
X,·, = X i ,  - X f  A s , local DAXPY {Tp = 2nstflop)
- A f  A:„„, , local DAXPY {Ip = 2Пса(Л flop)
Xcut = EXPAND(X,-„„,) 
X i  = (X,:s.|licut)
, global collect { I'p — {P ~ "Ь Heut itr))
Yi —  Ai  X Xi , local SpMxV {Ip — 2ziji^p)
A i  = Y i -  bi , local vector sub. {Tp = 2mtfiop)
Update тг,: using A i  
by applying Eq. 8.2 , local updates {Ip = 2intjiQp)
if 7Г,: =  0 then 
/1 =  0
Oi& C
fi = 1
Continue =  GOIl(/,:) , global OR {Tp = {F-\.){i,u + Ur))
endwhile
Figure 6.4. The pseudo code of the parallelizcition of the coarse-grain parallel for- 
rnulatiori of the surrogate constraint algorithm based on hypergraph partitioning 
lor global communication scheme.
c o m p o n e n t  maintained by processor Pj·, not a part of some other globed 
ponents. Vectors components are in boldface.
corn-
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6.3  P ara lle l A lgor ith m  for L ocal C om m u n ica ­
tio n  S chem e
The parallel algorithm for local communication scheme is a variant of the algo­
rithm for global communication scheme. The computations of the algorithms 
remain the same. The differing pcirt is the type of communication induced l^ y the 
cut components. Instead of the fold/expand communication primitives, which 
require the contribution of all processors, local communications are performed 
over the related cut components. Actually, the global communica,tion scheme 
can be referred to as an all-to-all persoiicilized communication scheme, whereas 
the local communication scheme is referred to cis a point-to-point communication 
scheme in the literature.
Now, let us examine the local scheme in more detail. In this scheme, the 
partitions are generated by the hypergraph pcirtitioning tool, and permuted like 
in Figure 6.1.d. Note that the cut nets are randomly placed within the block 
parts (they are not shifted to the end). After the distribution, each processor Pi 
has its own block Ai of the matrix, ¿ind the respective slice 6,; of the RHS vector. 
Furthermore, processor Pi gets Xi including both the intenicil and the external 
components, where Pi may be defined as the owner of some of them (according to 
the heuristic explained in the previous section). Note that each pcirt has only an 
interaction with other pcirts, at the point of the cut components. Therefore, the 
components of the block projections need to be combined at these points. The 
rest of each block projection is independent of the other blocks. Accordingly, eacli 
processor calculates its local block projection d\  and sums up the local values of 
the cut components collecting them from the respective processors through point- 
to-point communications. The corresponding local fold operation is outlined in 
Figure 6.5 for processor Pi.
Consider the ccilculation of the step sizing rule given as a / [5. Since the rule 
is defined within the whole matrix context, global scalar summation is still re­
quired. Thus, ai and [T are calculated locally in processor Pi, and a global scalar 
summation is performed over all parts. After that, each process generates its 
own portion Xi of the next point via a local DAXPY operation. Then the al­
gorithm checks the fetisibility. Recall that each internal column c,· G Pi has no
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Processor Pi knows the cut components in Xi; 
for each cut component xj E Xi 
if Pi is the owner of xj
for each processor P^ E k ^  i 
Receive iv from Pk
Xj = Xj + u;
else
Send Xj to processor where Pk is the owner of ;rj
end if 
endfor
Figure 6.5. The pseudo code of the local fold operation tor processor P,;.
other entries in other parts, hence the related portion Xi ,^ of Pi is enough for the 
feasibility check cind for the definition of the surrogate hyperplcine (in the infea­
sible Ccise) in the interricil parts. However, due to the interaction of the external 
(cut) colurrins it is necessciry that processor Pi provides the cut components of 
processor P/, where Pk G k ^  z, and Pi is the owner of
Xi ^^ ,^ . Therefore, a communication between the owner and the processors in the 
connectivity set of a cut component is required. The correspoiiding local expand 
algorithm is outlined lor processor Pi in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.7 summarizes the exphinations of the iterative step for a given pro­
cessor P/. The iterative step is performed until the algorithm converges to a 
feasible solution. The notations and ¿issumptions us(xl in the code are given ¿is 
in the previous section. For the sake of legibility, the vectors components ¿ire
Processor Pi knows the cut components in Xi] 
for each cut component Xj E Xi 
if Pi is the owner of Xj
for each processor P^ . E ^ x j , k ^  i 
Send Xj to Pk
else
end if 
endfor
Receive Xj from processor Pk, where Pk is the owner of :rj
Figure 6.6. The pseudo code of the loc¿ıl expand opeixition for processor Pi.
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While Continue do
/./.'■ = < A i  , TVi > , local inner' ¡iroduci i'Lp =
q’ = (tt,: X Ai)'^^ , local SpMxV (Ip =
f  = < q' , T  > , local inner product (Tp = 2ntfiop)
, local Sc V product (Tp = ntfi^^ p)
cvi = < d ’ > , local inner product (Tp = 2ntfu>p)
Di = LOCAL-FOLDCd' ) , local vector sum. i'J p — l’av(j{f'su 4icuta V ij (^ t
ih = < D i  , D i > , local inner product (Tp = 2ntfiop)
(a, 13) = GSUM(m,/?0 , global scalar sum. (:/;, = (P -i)(¿ ,u  + ¿tr))
X i  =  X,: - A |  Di , local DAXPY (Tp — ¿ntjifjp^
X  = LOCAL-EXPAND(X,:) , local collect (Tp — tavg(i¿XL vff itr
Yi = Ai  X X , local SpMxV ('Ip = 2ztfifjp)
A i  -  Y  -  hi , local vector sub. ('Гр -  2rntji^p)
Update -тг,: using A i  
by applying Eq. 8.2 , local updates (Tp = 2intjiop)
if 7Г,: = () then
fi = 0
else  
fi = 1
Continue = GOR{ fi) , global OR (Тр=(Р-\)(1^и-^кг))
uid while
Figure 6.7. The pseudo code of the p<irallelization of the coarse-griiin parallel for­
mulation of the surrogate constraint algorithm based on hypergraph partitioning 
for loccil communication scheme.
in indicated as boldface, while scahir values are in normal font. Actiudly, this 
algorithm is quite similar to algorithm of the global communication scheme.
6 .4  P erform an ce A n a lysis
In this section, we consider the performance evaluation of the proposed systems, 
assuming that they are implemented on a P processor ring topology. Let us start 
from the implementation using the global communication scheme. The parallel 
run time spent in each step of the iteration is given on the right hand side of
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Figure 6.4. Summing ui? the time of each operation, the run time J], spent in one 
complete itei’cition Ccin be cipproximately given as follows:
Tp — (6z +  6m + 9n + (P — l)ricut)tfiop + 4(P — l)is„ + 2{P — l)ncuiUr
Tp ~  (6^  + 6^  + 9^  + Ncui)tjiop + 4(P — \-)tsu + ‘¿^-j^Ncui.Ur
where tfiop is the time of a floating point operation, denotes the start up time, 
and ttr is the transmission time. Assume that iVavg is the average number of 
non-zero entries per row in the matrix, so that Z, the total number of non-zero 
elements in the entire matrix, is Mwavg- Taking M  ^  N, the run time of one 
iteration turns into
N  N  P - 1
T p  =  { ( i t O a v g ^  + ^ c u i ) i f l o p  + +4(P — I)/«« -f 2— —— N cu tU r (b-3)
Equation 6.3 shows that the parallel irnplernentcition based on hypergraph par­
titioning for global communication scheme Inis a run time complexity of 0 {Ncui) 
per itei'cition, for N^ut > N /P.  However, note that the volume of communication 
is 2{P — l)Nau (where Ncut < N), which is much smellier than thcit required in 
the implementations with 2D partitioning (4(-\/P — l)fV), ^uid in the implemen­
tations with ID partitioning(2(P — 1)A )^. Hence, with the global communication 
scheme the volume of communication is minimized.
Next, let us consider the speedup of the péirallelization. Recall that the run 
time of the coarse-grciin parallel formulation is given as W  = {6 i0avgN -f lOA^  -f 
(yPN)tfiop· Then, the speeckq? of the implementation is as follows:
A -
( Q W a v g N  -f lOiV + 6 PN)tflop
(Q W a v g ^  +  1 5 ^  -|- N c u t ) i f lo p  +  +4(P — l)fsu +  ' · ! ' N  cut Ur  
Consequently, the efficiericy of the implementation is
(6.4)
E = {<6wuugN + IQN + %PN)t S l o p
P i '^Wavgl  ^+ 15 P + N c u t ) i f l o p  + +4(P — l)tsu + ‘^ ~ p ~ N c u i U r
(6.5)
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Since N  >> P, the term which does not contain N  can be neglected.
hd
PFurthermore, %Wavg >  15 neglecting the related term. Taking «  1 the
equation can be simplified as
E 6N(lUavg + P)iflop
P (^JjiWavg d ff^P)hlop + ‘^NcutUr
(6.6)
As P  goes to infinity, the dominance of Wavg reduces gradually. Hence, tOavg 
can be neglected according to this assumption. Finally, the efficiency of the par­
allel irni^lernentation based on hypergraph partitioning for global communication 
scheme can be expressed a.s
E
3Nt flop
Ncuti^iflop T Ur')
(6.7)
which is a constant value for a fixed problem size. The efficiency of the paral­
lelization is 0 (1 ), which yields tha.t our parallel implementation has an increasing 
efficiency with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation. This increa.se is 
proportional to which is cilwciys greater than one. Furthermore, note that
the efficiency is better thcin the ones obtained in ID and 2D partitioning.
Now, let us consider the performance of the implementation for local commu­
nication scheme. The parallel run time spent in each step of the iteration is given 
on the right hand side of Figure 6.7. Summing up the time of each operrition, the 
run time Tp spent in one complete iteration can be approximately given as follows:
Ip — (6-2: d“ 6?n T T ^ at;i7^ c^i(iaw3 T 2(7 l)f su “l· ^^ avg^ c^Aitavg
Tp ^  + 6 ^  + 9 ^  -\- lavg' '^lcutavg)hlop-l·'¿{P — + +
where lavg is the civercige number of the connectivity of all cut nets (i.e. the average 
number of cornmuniccition), and Ucutavg the average number of cuts in each part. 
For the Scike of simplicity in the formulation ricxdavg i·"^ taken as NcxulP. Together 
with the previous assumptions the equation can be simpliiied as
N N  N, 
^ n   (t) ^  Q-1^.7 d" 1 '5 “h 1(1,P ~  p  ' p  ' P ytflop + 2(i^ — 1 + lavg)tsu + NcutUr (6·^)
Equation 6.8 shows that the parallel iinplernentation based on hypergraph 
partitioning lor local communication scheme hcis also a run time complexity of 
O(Ncut) per iteration for Ncut > N /P ,  since lavg/P < 1. However, note that the 
volume of communication is 2lavgNcut which is sniciiler than that in the imple­
mentations for global communiccition scheme if ¡„.vg < {P — 1) which is cilways 
true according to the connectivity definition. Hence, the minimization of the 
communication volume is satisfied. Furthermore, since /(,,,, < (P — 1 ) the num­
ber of communication is also reduced. This means that the local communication 
scheme improves both the number and the volume of communiccition effectively.
The speedup of the parallelization for local communication scheme can be 
given as follows:
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,S' =
{6WavgN -f lOfV + 6P N)tflop
(6lUavg-p + Ihp + N^ut)tilop + 2{P — 1 + la.vg)tsu + 2-^^ Ncuthr
(6.9)
and the corresponding efficiency is
E  =
(6WavgN T ION + OPN)tfiop
P  ( O W a v g ^  +  1 6 ^  +  N c u t ) i f l o p  +  2 ( P  —  1 - f  l a vg ) t su  +  2 , ^ -^ N c u t t r
(6.10)
Agciin neglecting the term, and the corresponding terms according to 'w„.v,) 
the equation can be simplified as
E ^  —
(yJV(W(iyg -|- PytjlQp
P O^ iWayg + PftP)hiop +
(6. 11)
tr
As P  goes to infinity, the dominance of Wavg reduces gradually. Neglecting to,,,,,,; 
according to this assumption, the efficiency of the parallel inq^lernentation based 
on hypergraph partitioning for local communication scheme Ccui be expressed as
E
W t f i op
Ncuti^iflop +
(6 .12)
Note that lavg/P < 1 for all values of P  which implies that the efficiency is better 
than it was in the global case. Furthermore, notice that the efficiency is also
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much better than that obtained in the implementation with 2D partitioning, and 
in the implementation with ID partitioning.
Consequently, the efficiency of the both parallelization schemes mentioned 
in this chapter is 0(1). Hence, they are cost-optimal. Furthermore, since their 
efficiency increases proportioned to the i^roblem size the obtained systems are also 
sccilcd^ le systems.
At the end, we achieved two parallelization schemes of the coarse-grain parallel 
formulation that allow the explicit minimization of the communicéition overhead, 
while reducing the comjDutational load of the algorithm. The performance analy­
ses indicate that these parallelization schemes based on hypergraph partitioning 
are the best of all jDi'oposed schemes. The experimental results collected from 
all systems will verify the validity of these arndyses. The application for the ex­
periments is chosen as the image recovery cipplication, which is described in the 
following chapter.
Chapter 7
IMAGE RECOVERY 
PROBLEM
For many significant problems in diverse fields of applications in science and 
technology an object -desci’ibed by ci vector or function x -  is related to some data 
y through a relation Ox — y. The recovery of x requires essentially the inversion, 
in some well-specified sense, of the operator O. Such problems are known as the 
inversion problems. The inversion problem discussed in this chapter is that of 
the image recovery problem.
In general, image recovery problems arise when an original ob ject undergoing 
an arbitrary two-dimensional coordinate distortion is imaged by a camera or other 
devices, and it is desired to recover the original image. The mentioned distortion 
is defined to be: •
• Nonseparahle. Both of the two dimensions cire coupled and the problem 
cannot be reduced to two one-dimensional problems.
• Anisotropic. The distortion is different cilong different directions.
• Space variant. The distortion is different for different parts of the image; it 
is not space invariant.
• Global, 'file value of the distorted image at a certain point may depend on 
Vcilues of the original image at distant points.
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Let us denote by /( r )  the irricige that has to be recovered, cuid g(r) the ob­
served image, where r is the position vector {x,y) (here (x,y) denote the Ccirte- 
sian coordinates). The problem of inicige recovery is to find /(?■) given g(r). As 
a mathematical problem, where /  is an unknown and y is a known functions, 
finding /  requires solving the integrcil equation;
sir) = J  y i / ( r , r ' ) /(?·') dr' (7.1)
where H{r,r') is the kernel characterizing the system distorting and blurring the 
original image. The fully discretized model is obtained by introducing a Cartesian 
grid of square picture elements (known as pixels) into the region of interest, so 
that it covers the whole image. (The pixels are numbered column-wise, stcu-ting 
from the top left corner to the bottom right corner). Using this model, the line 
integral in Equation 7.1 turns out to be a finite sum, allowing to describe the 
entire model by a system of linear equcitions of form
9 = H f (7.2)
where y and /  are column stacked vectors of size representing the N x N  
observed and original images respectively. Thus H € (genercdization to
rectangulcir images is straightforward). 'I'he definition of II gives the character 
of the distortion and blur. Therefore, in the next section we formulate the class 
of distortion and blur problems addressed in this study, and show how they can 
f)e posed as a feasibility problem.
7.1 F orm ulation  o f  th e  P rob lem
Consider h{r) as a basic point spread function (PSF), defined over the position 
vector r = (.ï,î/). Assumed that most of the mass of h is contained in a region 
whose area is siricill with respect to the images (/?. is otherwise totally arbitrary; 
it need not be localized around the reference point, and its mass may be divided 
among multiple component regions separated by arbitrary distances), d'hen, the 
general class of kernels l i  is defined as
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Я (г,г ') = Іг[щ-'{г),Ѵг>{г)] (7.3)
where ii and v are arbitrary nonlinear functions of r and r', which introduce a 
(,'(7, ?y')-dependent coordinate distortion (CD) into h{x,y) (specicd cases include 
space varying translations, scalings, rotations, and more generally, affine distor­
tions). Thus, Equation 7.3 represents the combined effects of an arbitrary global 
CD and an arbitrciry PSF. This form is capable of modeling a. very large class 
of problems where the distortions and blurs may arise from diverse effects such 
as diffraction, misfocus and misalignment, coordinate transformations, different 
kinds of ciberrations, design errors, atmospheric turbulence or other environrnen- 
tcil factors, or their combinations. (Distortions and blurs caused by time de­
pendent effects such as translational or rotational motion are more conveniently 
modeled in a different manner, as discussed in [28].)
Now, reconsider the PSh’ h, this time explicitly written in the pariunetric 
form /i(r;p i,p2, . . .  where the parameters p,: are functions of r'. Taking li in
Gaussian form
/i.(x, ?/,/1, Я, G, P i, P2)
N  exp { -И (ж  -  pi)'^ + B{x -  pi)(?/ -  P2) + C(y -  (7.4)
where N  normalizes the nuiss of h to unity. Consequently, the clefinition of the 
kernel l i  turns into:
Я(г, E) = /i(r -  r'; P i , P 2 , . . . ,  P m ) (7.5)
Note that the equation would reduce to the space invariant case, by having all p,; 
being constants. Similarly, the assumption that all p,· are slowly varying would 
approximately reduce the problem to many smaller loccilly space invariant prob­
lems. However, in this study none of these assumptions is used, for the sake of the 
ability to handle cases of extreme or abrupt space Vciriance as well. Furthermore, 
Equation 7.5 is more convenient to model systems in terms of their deviations 
from space inviiriance. At the same time, this form retciins full generality, since 
a.ny H  can be obtained by approi^riately choosing h and p,·. Therefore we decide 
to construct our system by using Equation 7.5.
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Next, we will show how to pose the irncige recovei\y problem into a linecu· 
inequality system. Consider cigain the system in form oI g = H f.  Typically there 
will be an amount of measurement error or noise associated with the observed 
image g, leading to an inconsistent system of equations. Denoting the noisy 
observation by g', we cillow such errors by writing
(7.6)
where {g' — H f)i is the itli component of g' — H f  and e is a suitable error tolercuice 
parameter, which we will quote as a percentcige of the rnecin value of g. Equation 
7.6 Ccui be converted into a so-called feasibility problem of the form A^ < b by 
.setting
A =
H
L - / / J
h =
2N^ xN'^
S P g '
9'
e = fm Xl (7.7)
2m xi
where £ is an x 1 vector of e’s.
The next chapter summarizes the experimental results obtcdned by solving the 
given image recovery problem with the parallel implementations of the surrogate 
constraint method. The systems constructed by the given formulation are also 
described in advance.
Chapter 8
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
8.1 D a ta  S ets
In this section, we explained the construction of the distortion matrix (/1) in 
cidvance. The construction of the matrices depends on two importcint instcinces: 
the size of the rmitrix, and the number of the non-zero entries together with 
their distribution. The size of the matrix depends on the size of the processed 
iiTiciges by definition. We decide to use images of pixel sizes 160 x 160, 180 x 180, 
and 200 X 200. Hence, the corresponding matrices will have the squared sizes, 
since A E (see next section). They are denoted a,s ‘IR160’, MR180’, and
TR200’ respectively, where ‘IR’ stands for Image Recovery.
The second property depends on the definition of the distortion system H 
(corresponding to A). For the construction of / /, wc; used the basic PSF given 
in Equation 7.4 and chose /1, i?, C so that the 1 /e contour of the Gaussian is 
a.n ellipse centered at (¿ui,//2) whose 1 st normal axis (along which it has radius 
(■q) makes ¿ui angle 9 with the x axis and whose 2nd normal axis (along which it 
has radius «2) medies an angle 0 with the xj axis. The nature of the resulting blur 
is much easier to visualize in terms of the pcirarneters ai,a 2 , 0  characterizing the 
contour of the Gaussian, as op2:)osed to A, B, C. We do not present the Ibrmulas 
relating A ,B ,C  to a i , a2,d .since they are cumbersome, but note that h will now 
take the form /i(r; Ui, cq, /¿i,//2)· Now, it oidy remains to specify the c(;nter 
|)oint (yíi,;[í2), the extent {cii, a^), and the orientedion 0 of the PSF as functions
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of r'. We consider
fly = COS <!>' m y fi2 = K { ( l ) ' ) p '
2 Jj\ill = ao + ^i(l + sirr (j)')p‘
0 = cj)'
2 ii\Ci2 — CIq k2{l  COS ( 8 . 1)
where {p', </>') is the polar representation of r ' = {x\y ')  and Oq, ky, k.2 are positive 
constants, and the function K[(j>') is to be specified. All distcuiccs are measured 
in number of image pixels. The dependence of {fiy,fi2 ) on // implies a barrel 
type distortion. The dependence of ay, U2 on p' implies an isotropic blur near the 
center of the held, which increases as we go towards the edges at a rate which is 
angle dependent, and resulting in an anisotropic blur. 0 = (j)' implies that, in our 
example, the cixis along which the radius of the ellipse is ay is always pointing in 
the radial direction. Overall, the distortion and blurring is of a highly irreguhir 
iiciture. We take uo = 6, ky = 7200“ ,^ k2 = 9600“h However, for the definition of 
K{4>')·, we consider two cases. In the first case, K{(j)') = (8)“^(0.5 + sin^ (j)'). The 
bcirrel distortion is quite emi^hasized, while the blurring is of moderate extent. 
The corresponding matrices are denoted with the extension ‘I ’ (such cis ‘IR160-1’). 
In the .second case, K{(j)') = —(8)“^(0.5 + .sin^  (j)'), considering a much more .severe 
blur. This time, the appropriate data sets are denoted with the extension ‘2’ (such 
as ‘IR160-2’). According to the given construction process, the properties of the 
corresponding data set are given in Table 8.1
Name N r Nc N n . % intensity '^min ' r^riax '^avg
IR160-1 25 600 25 600 2 808 704 0.429 79 1.54 109
IR160-2 25 600 25 600 3 709 855 0.567 1 255 145
IR180-1 32 400 32 400 3 740 280 0.3.56 79 176 115
IR180-2 32 400 32 400 4 997 478 0.476 1 288 154
IR200-1 40 000 40 000 4 882 031 0..305 79 201 122
IR200-2 40 000 40 000 6 603 317 0.412 1 329 165
Table 8.1. Delta sets used for the experirnentcil results. Nr , Nc, and denote 
the number of rows, columns and non-zero entries of the matrix, respectively. 
The percent intensity is the intensity of the corresponding matrix, calculated as
Nn. X 100. WnNjixNr ^avg
numbers of non-zero entries in the rows of the related matrix.
X, and Wavg are the minimum, maximum, and average
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8.2 Im p lem en ta tio n  o f  th e  A lgor ith m s
The algorithms presented in this thesis are implemented on a Pcirsytec’s CC- 
24 system. The Parsytec CC system is based on distributed-memory (MIMD) 
circhitecture. The nodes are connected with each other via the high-speed serial 
communication link. The communication network uses router modules that use 
deadlock free wormhole packet routing mechanism. Our Parsytec CC system 
consists of 24 nodes each with a 1.3.3 MHz PowerPC 604 chip, an LI ciiche of 
2 * 16KB (instruction + data) and a 512 KB L2 cache. Each node contains 1 
Obits/s HS(high speed) link card connected to PCI bus. The memory controller 
MPC105 allows PCI bus cuid processor to either access to memory or cache. The 
DMA access also exploits the existence of data in cache.
The system has two entry nodes each with 128 MB memory cind 2 CB local 
disk space and 2 1 /0  nodes with 128 MB memory and 2 GB local disk space. Each 
of the 20 compute nodes Inis 64 MB memory and 340 MB local disk space used 
lor pcige swcvpping. Communication between nodes is handled by a high speed 
network with a peak performance of 40 MB/s. However, it can sustain only 
a 20 MB/s point-to-point communication bandwidth [17]. The interconnection 
network consists of sparsely connected six 8 x 8 crossbar switching bocirds so that 
ea.ch switching board connects 4 processors. Embedded Parix (EPX) [30] library, 
which is the mitive message passing library of Pcirsytec, is used for messcige 
passing. All nodes of Pcirsytec CC system run the AIX operating system with 
EPX on top. The algorithms are implemented using C language. The progrcims 
are compiled using the ANSI C compiler.
The parallelization based on ID partitioning, and hypergraph partitioning 
(lor global communiccition scheme) cire implemented on a P processor virtual ring 
topology, while the parallelization based on 2D partitioning is implemented on a 
virtual 2D-torus topology. Both of the virtual to2)ologies are provided by the EPX 
messcige passing library. The processor assignment in the 2D-torus topology is 
performed so that the mesh consists of r = [\/EJ rows, and of c = P/r  columns. 
The parallelization based on hypergrai^h partitioning lor local communication 
scheme is implemented on a virtual cliciue topology that allows point-to-point 
communication among every processor. The algorithms are evaluated on 4, 8,
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12, 16, 20, 24 processors.
Before starting to solve the system, the data partitions must be distributed 
to the processors. In our implementation the master node Pq is responsible lor 
the distribution. The data are read by the iricister processor and distributed 
to the others via one-to-all personalized communications. Previously, the load 
balance of the partitions is mciintained. The locid balancing for the ID and 2D 
partitioning schemes is performed by the load balancing algorithms stated in 
Section 4.1 and Section 5.1 respectively. For hypergraph pcirtitioning, we used 
the PaToH hypergraph partitioning tool developed at Bilkent University. This 
tool is used with the ‘cut minimization’ option for the global communication 
scheme. This option tries to reduce the number of cut nets in the pcxrtitioning. 
For the local communication scheme we preferred the ‘connectivity minimizcition’ 
option, which tries to minimize the connectivity of each cut net.
The numbers of cuts obtained in the pcirtitions using both options are summa­
rized in Tcible 8.2, respectively. The slice Cut’ indicates the results obtained 
by the ’cut minimization’ option, cuid the slice ‘Connectivity’ indicates the results 
of the ‘connectivity minimization’ option. The number of obtained cut nets are 
given for each data set with respect to the number of partitions P. Note that the 
number of cuts increases proportional to P, since it is more difficult to rescue the
Option P
Data Sets
IR160-1 IR160-2 1R180-1 IR180-2 IR200-1 IR200-2
4 3080 4168 3469 4762 3943 5476
8 5993 8098 6987 9086 8005 10273
12 7878 11088 9052 12409 10411 14450
#  Cut 16 8968 12085 10313 14152 11887 16319
20 10571 14293 12272 16363 14149 18866
24 11649 15647 13565 18464 15546 21219
4 3096 4166 3529 4850 3940 5440
8 5797 7926 6759 9157 7576 10657
12 8178 10949 9218 12521 10470 14122
Connectivity 16 8897 12054 10398 14147 11866 16422
20 10568 14435 12328 16916 14210 19320
24 11885 15894 13830 19000 15702 21633
Table 8.2 . Number of cut nets in the hypergraph partitioning with different 
options.
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nets from the cut as the number of affected parts inci'eases.
For the solution of image recovery systems, we used the interval feasibility 
idea [4] given -ds g — e < I I f  < g + e instead of A f < h, since A is composed 
of H  and —H  and has twice as much rows as that of H. In this way, we saved 
both from memory storage and run time. The system is crccited as follows: A is 
constructed as explained in the previous section. The original image is taken 
and the corresponding observed image b is generated so tluxt b = A f  (note that 
no cidditional noise is inserted to enable finite convergence). Finally x is taken as 
a zero vector (meaning that every pixel in the image to be recovered is assumed 
as black, initially). In this way, ci feasible polyhedron is created.
An important issue for the solution of the problem is the selection of the 
weight vector Weights (within a block) may be distributed equcilly cimong 
cill violated constraints or they can be assigned in proportion to the cimount of 
violations. A hybrid combination of the two ap2Droaches may also be used. We 
used the hybrid approach (which has also been used in [33] cind [24]) so that:
7T,
QMAt^x'^-bt,)
Ylh:Ati^ x^ >bti
+
0.5
{At,x^ — bt,f) number of violated constraints
(8.2)
For convenience it is assumed thcit = 1· The relaxation pcirarneter A is
taken as 0.1 and the tolerance limit for feasibility e is chosen as 0.1. (Results 
with different tolerance values can be found in [29] and [28].)
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8.3  P erform an ce C om parison  o f  th e  P ara lle liza ­
tio n  S chem es
In this section, we consider the performance of our parcillelizéition schemes with 
respect to cocirse-grain pcirallel formulation of the surrogate constrcrint algorithm. 
Actually, we are interested in knowing how much performcuicc gain is achieved 
by the parallelization schemes. Furthermore, our discussions will be bcised on an 
iterational basis in order to be fair, and to be able to perform the considerations 
in isolation of the convergence variations.
Our experiments are performed on the systems generated as explained in the 
previous section. Using the cxppropriate i^cirameters, we collect our results for 
the first 500 iterations, in this way, we can assume that our timing results cire 
obtained within a certain consistency. The results are expressed for one iteration 
averaged out of the first 500 iterations. Note that they are given ct,s wall-clock 
time in seconds. The corresponding speedup of the parallel implementcition, and 
the efficiency of the system is also given.
Table 8.3 summarizes these results for the pcirallelization scheme bcxsed on I D 
and 2D partitioning. In this table, the column ‘CG parallel formuhition’ shows 
the sequential run time of an iteration Ts^,,. of the coarse-gi’ciin pcxrallel formula­
tion. ‘ID partitioning’ and ‘2D partitioning’ indiccite the pcxrallel implementation 
l)ased on ID partitioning and 2D piirtitioning, respectively. Tpj^ ,.,. is the paral­
lel run time of an iteration. Suer >s the speedup of the pcirallelization, which 
is ccilculated as Tsn,.,JTpj^^^. Similarly, Eiter is the efficiency given as Sper/P·, 
where P  is the number of processors (blocks) in the system. Tcible 8.3 gives the 
same results for the parallelization schemes based on ID partitioning with hyper­
graph partitioning. ‘Global Scheme’ indicates the results of the parallelizcition 
for global communication scheme, while ‘Local Scheme’ denotes the results of the 
parallelization for global communication scheme.
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Table 8.3. The iterational run time of the implementations bcisecl on ID and 
2D partitioning where Ts^^^ is the sequential run time, and is the parallel
run time of an iteration respectively. The times are expressed as wall-clock time 
in seconds. Sner iuid Ejter Correspond to speedup and efficiency per iteration, 
respectively.
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CG parallel ID with hypergraph partitioning
Data P formulation Global Scheme .Local Scheme
Sets Tsn^r (sec) Tpiier (sec) ^Iter Ejter Tp,,.,· (sec) Slier E l  ter
4 2.20 0.54 4.05 1.01 0.57 3.86 0.97
8 2.31 0.30 7.70 0.96 0.31 7.54 0.94
12 2.37 0.21 11.41 0.95 0.22 10.84 0.90
IRKiO-l 16 2.46 0.17 14.73 0.92 0.18 13.39 0.84
20 2..51 0.14 17.46 0.87 0.17 15.18 0.76
24 2.61 0.14 19.23 0.80 0.15 16.98 0.71
4 2.87 0.70 4.10 1.03 0.72 3.99 1.00
8 2.98 0.38 7.80 0.98 0.39 7.71 0.96
12 3.09 0.27 11.61 0.97 0.28 11.08 0.92
n i l  6 0 -2 16 3.16 0.21 15.41 0.96 0.22 14.09 0.88
20 3.28 0.18 18.48 0.92 0.20 16.78 0.84
24 3.38 0.17 20.11 0.84 1 0.17 19.41 0.81
4 2.78 0.68 4.07 1.02 0.70 3.95 0.99
8 2.90 0.37 7.91 0.99 0.38 7.-59 0.95
12 3.02 0.25 11.86 0.99 0.28 10.93 0.91
IR180-1 16 3.14 0.21 15.03 0.94 0.23 13.55 0.85
20 3.2.5 0.18 18.16 0.91 0.21 15.46 0.77
24 3.37 0.17 20.33 0.85 0.19 17.76 0.74
4 3.81 0.91 4.19 1.05 0.92 4.13 1.03
8 3.94 0.47 8.35 1.04 0.49 7.98 1.00
12 4.06 0.33 12.31 1.03 0.36 11.36 0.95
IR180-2 16 4.19 0.27 15.78 0.99 0.29 14.66 0.92
20 4.31 0.23 18.82 0.94 0.25 17.2 0.86
24 4.43 1 0.21 21.35 0.89 0.23 19.64 0.82
4 3.60 0.87 4.16 1.04 0.88 4.09 1.02
8 3.74 0.46 8.21 1.03 0.47 7.94 0.99
12 3.89 0.32 12.27 1.02 0..35 11.25 0.94
IR200-1 16 4.03 0.26 15.37 0.96 0.28 14.19 0.89
20 4.16 0.23 18.45 0.92 0.25 16.93 0.85
24 4.32 0.20 21.61 0.90 0.22 19.97 0.83
4 5.01 1.17 4.30 1.08 1.19 4.22 1.06
8 5.18 0.61 8..52 1.07 0.64 8.14 1.02
12 5.33 0.42 12..58 1.05 0.45 11.97 1.00
IR200-2 16 5.48 0.34 16.13 1.01 0.35 15.69 0.98
20 5.63 0.29 19.54 0.98 0.32 17.83 0.89
. 24 5.79 0.26 22.45 0.94 0.28 20.45 0.85
Table 8.4. The iterational run time of the implementation,s based on hypergraph
IS the se-pcU’titioning for global and local communication scheme where 
quential run time, and Tp^ ^^ . is the parallel run time of an iteration respectively. 
The times are expressed as wall-clock time in seconds. Sit„ «nd En„  correspond 
to speedup and efficiency per iteration, resiDectively.
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For a better point of view, we summarized the results given in Table 8.3 and 
Table 8.3 graphically. Figure 8.1 shows the speedup curves of the parallelization 
schemes with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation. It can be easily 
seen that our parallelization schemes achieve encouraging results. However, the 
speedup does not increase linearly as the number of processors (blocks) increase, 
which is a consequence of Amdahl’s law [16]. Nevertheless, as it was expected, 
the parallel implementation based on 2D partitioning obtains better results than 
the implementation based on ID partitioning. Furthermore, the implementa­
tions with hypergraph partitioning perform better than both of them. However, 
although we expect that the local communication scheme would achieve better 
results than the global scheme, our experiments exhibit that the global scheme 
performs better. One explanation for this surprising result may be the lack of 
‘in-place’ communications in the local expand operation of the scheme (caused 
by the connectivity difference of each cut net). Another reason may depend on 
the congestion in the links during the message passing, induced by the topology 
of our Parsytec system [17]. Whatever the reason is, the parallel implementa­
tion based on hypergraph partitioning with global communication achieved the 
highest performance. We obtained a speedup up to 22.45 on 24 processors.
Figure 8.2 shows the efficiency curves of the implementations. Again, as a 
consequence of Amdahl’s law, the efficiency drops with the increasing number of 
processors. However, as shown in all analyses of this study, the efficiency of the 
systems will be kept fixed after a certain point of P. Due to the speedup, the 
most efficient parallelization is again the implementation based on hypergraph 
partitioning for global communication scheme. We obtained an efficiency up to 
%94 on 24 processors for the parallelization.
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Figure 8.1 . The speedup curves (on iterational basis) of the parallelization 
schemes with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation surrogate constraint 
algorithm: Speedup curve of the parallelization based on (a) ID partitioning, (b) 
2D partitioning, (c) ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for global com­
munication scheme, (d) ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for local 
communication scheme.
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Figure 8.2. The efficiency curves (in iterational basis) of the parallelization 
schemes with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation surrogate constraint 
algorithm: Efficiency curve of the parallelization based on (a) ID partitioning, 
(b) 2D partitioning, (c) ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for global 
communication scheme, (d) ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for lo­
cal communication scheme.
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8 .4  C o n vergen ce  P erform an ce  o f  th e  C oarse- 
G rain  P ara lle l F orm u lation
In this section, we focused on the convergence performance of the coarse-grain 
parallel formulation (and hence, the proposed parallelization schemes) with re­
spect to Yang-Murty’s sequential surrogate constraint algorithm. Actually, the 
convergence of both approaches strictly depends on the same features in the sys­
tem. One of them is the relaxation parameter A. It is clear that choosing A large 
leads to fast converge up to a certain point, since in this case the movement of the 
algorithm is very long. However, as the sequence of generated points gets closer 
to the final solution, the algorithm starts to oscillate around this final point, since 
‘fine tuning’ is quite difficult while taking long steps. It is a high possibility that 
the number of iterations becomes infinitely large. On the other side it is clear 
that taking small values for A will delay the convergence at the beginning, since 
the movement of the algorithm will be very short. However, it guarantees more 
and more ‘pendulum free’ sequence which implies that the algorithm converges 
faster after a certain point. For that reason, we selected A = 0.1 which is small, 
but effective for the correction of the errors of the distortion.
Another important feature is the selection of the starting point. It is obvious 
that the convergence of the algorithm is closely dependent on the starting point. 
In our implementations, the starting point is taken to be zero. However, in 
the applications, the values of the images are limited to the corresponding RGB 
values, i.e. they are distributed in the range of [0,255]. Hence, it does not matter 
whether the initial point is selected as 0 (black) or 255 (white), since the color is 
scaled uniformly (see [24]).
The convergence results of all implementations are given in Table 8.4, where 
the column ‘Yang Murty’ summarizes the results for the fastest known sequen­
tial algorithm of the surrogate constraint approach. ‘CG parallel formulation’ 
shows the result of the coarse-grain parallel formulation. ‘ID partitioning’, ‘2D 
partitioning’ and ‘ID with hypergraph’ indicate the results of the paralleliza­
tions based on ID, 2D, and hypergraph partitioning (for both communication 
schemes), respectively.
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Data
Sets
Yang
Murty
CG parallel 
formulation
ID
partition
2D
partition
ID with 
Global
hypergraph
Local
IR160-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
6969
6294
4679
4939
4129
3664
6440
6262
5594
5724
5196
5209
6267
6326
6058
6070
5954
6393
7035
6415
6185
6431
6120
7035
6819
6266
6338
5967
5946
5857
6370
6467
6120
6198
6008
5910
IR160-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
4424
4079
3421
2979
1877
1491
4009
3677
3571
3430
3194
3251
4124
3841
3733
3532
3542
3680
4470
4453
4209
4065
4112
4199
4565
4406
4439
4274
4303
3892
4102
4021
4141
4101
4041
4398
IR180-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
7473
6400
5539
4991
4544
4324
7104
6696
6085
5579
5392
5269
6706
6068
6358
6347
7244
5102
7403
7158
6782
7079
6681
7302
7429
7371
6893
7061
6761
6079
7400
7239
7027
7050
6770
6506
IR180-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
4666
4065
3405
3142
2870
2403
4735
4281
4052
3133
3725
3682
4554
4211
4286
4110
3919
4117
4846
4818
4612
4554
4761
4572
5677
5039
5148
5059
4895
4627
5160
5109
4875
4824
4533
4712
IR200-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
6506
5656
4888
4355
3995
3709
6662
6010
3925
5484
4669
5327
6202
6403
5837
5098
4747
5902
6511
6341
5764
5978
5990
6287
6436
5825
5613
5599
3787
2380
6220
5696
5601
5617
5398
5305
IR200-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
4525
4114
3634
3247
1955
1614
4497
4410
4163
3945
3106
3773
4473
4203
4213
4238
4215
4049
4857
4943
4593
4671
4698
4718
5189
4862
5025
5091
3729
2315
5316
4643
5049
5023
4687
4848
Table 8.5. Overall number of iterations of all implementations, where P  is the 
number of blocks (processors).
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As shown, it is clear that Yang-Murty’s sequential approach tends to converge 
faster with the increasing number of blocks P  in the system, since it consists of 
successive projections which are performed P  times in one iteration. Hence as 
P  increases the number of projection in one iteration increases (which leads to 
faster convergence). We saw that the coarse-grain parallel formulation has the 
same tendency, but in this case with a slower reaction capacity. Although this 
looks like a deficiency of the formulation, one should not forget that a major 
iteration of the sequential algorithm corresponds to P  iterations in the parallel 
case. With this assumption it is clear that parallel algorithm performs quite 
better. However, we will not make use of this assumption for the sake of the 
generality of the performance comparison.
Examining our proposed parallelization schemes, we obtained a similar de­
creasing tendency, indicating that the load balancing through permutations has 
no disapproving effect on the convergence of the algorithms. Although we observe 
some peaks in the decreasing bias, the general impression is preserved. Hence, 
the convergence performance of the parallelization schemes is proportional to the 
convergence performance of the coarse-grain parallel formulation. In general, the 
implementation based on ID partitioning and hypergraph partitioning for global 
communication scheme obtain the best results in reducing the overall number 
of iterations. Note that especially in the implementation based on hypergraph 
partitioning (for global communication scheme) the number of required itera­
tions decreases with respect to the increasing the problem size, which is quite 
encouraging for further studies.
To get a better idea of the convergence performance of our parallelizations 
with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation, we decide to examine the 
behavior of the algorithms. Since Yang and Murty’s sequential algorithm per­
forms differently because of its successive behavior, it is not concerned in this 
discussion. Furthermore, since the behavior of the parallelization based on hy­
pergraph partitioning is similar in both communication schemes, we will consider 
only one of them; the global scheme. Figure 8.3 shows the overall behavior of the 
concerned implementations for matrix ‘IR160-1’, with an error tolerance e = 0.1. 
Note that the error given in the figure is averaged over all violated constraints in 
the system.
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Number of Iterations
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Figure 8.3. The overall behavior of the coarse-grain parallel formulation of the 
surrogate constraint algorithm with different parallel implementation schemes for 
matrix ‘IR160-1’: Behavior of the (a) coarse-grain parallel formulation, (b) paral­
lelization based on ID partitioning, (c) parallelization based on 2D partitioning, 
(d) parallelization based on hypergraph partitioning for global communication 
scheme.
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A general overview of the given figure indicates that the behavior of the given 
implementations is quite similar. As expected with respect to A, the algorithms 
converge faster up to a certain point (~  2500’th iteration), and then step into 
a phase of ‘fine tuning’ until they reach to the final solution. One interesting 
observation is that the average error is minimized up to 0.075, although the 
tolerance is given as e = 0.1. This stems from the fact that the average error can 
lie under 0.1, while the error of (at least) one violated constraint is still over 0.1.
The characteristics of the given behavior may be better observed in the initial 
parts. Hence, we consider the first 500 iterations in Figure 8.4 in advance. As 
shown, the coarse-grain parallel algorithm converges faster with the increasing 
number of blocks P. Nevertheless, the average error increases also proportionally 
to P. However, this is not the case in our parallelization schemes. The conver­
gence remains fast with respect to the increasing number of P , but the average 
error decreases. This indicates that our parallelizations are more effective in the 
reduction of the average error (i.e. in the correction of the image) in the first part 
of the algorithm. In order to be able to prove this claim, we reconsider the curves 
by plotting the implementations for a fixed number of block (processor), given in 
Figure 8.5. ‘CG’ indicates the behavior of the coarse-grain parallel formulation. 
‘ID’, ‘2D’, and ‘HG’ represent the behavior of the parallelizations based on ID, 2D 
and hypergraph partitioning (with global communication scheme), respectively. 
As expected, the error is lower for the coarse-grain parallel formulation when P 
is smaller. For example, considering Figure 8.5.c, the coarse-grain parallel formu­
lation has the lowest error of all given implementations. However, in Figure 8.5.f, 
the highest error is observed for the coarse-grain parallel formulation. Hence, our 
claim is correct.
In general, the implementation based on 2D partitioning has the worst perfor­
mance in the error reduction, which is acceptable because of the computational 
semantic of the implementation. Actually, due to the definition of tt, the im­
plementation is semantically equal to the other schemes, when \ /P  in the 2D 
scheme, is equal to P  in the other schemes. Informally, when F* = 16 in the 2D 
scheme, it is semantically equal to the other schemes having P  = 4.
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Figure 8.4. The behavior of the parallel implementation schemes in the first 
500 iterations; Behavior of the (a) coarse-grain parallel formulation, (b) paral­
lelization based on ID partitioning, (c) parallelization based on 2D partitioning, 
(d) parallelization based on hypergraph partitioning for global communication 
scheme.
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Figure 8.5. Comparison of the behavior of the parallel implementations in the 
first 500 iterations based on the number of blocks/processors: Behavior on (a) 4 
processors, (a) 8 processors, (a) 12 processors, (a) 16 processors, (a) 20 processors, 
(a) 24 processors.
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8.5 O verall P erform an ce  R e su lts
In this section, we discussed the overall performance of our parallelization schemes. 
For the sake of generality, we will perform our analyses with respect to Yang- 
Murty’s sequential surrogate constraint algorithm, which is known as the fastest 
one. Hence, the coarse-grain parallel formulation is not considered in this section.
We start with the consideration of the timing results of the implementations. 
Since we examine the overall run time, the time required for the initializations 
(such as load balancing and data partitioning) is also discussed. Table 8.5 sum­
marizes the overall performance results for the parallelization schemes based on 
ID and 2D partitioning. In this table, the column ‘Yang Murty’ shows the run 
time Ts of Yang-Murty’s sequential surrogate constraint algorithm. ‘ID jDarti- 
tioning’ and ‘2D partitioning’ indicate the parallel implementations based on ID 
partitioning and 2D partitioning, respectively. In this columns T,· is the time 
required for the initialization of the system, and Tp is the overall parallel run 
time. Note that the times are given as wall-clock times in minutes. S  is the 
speedup of the parallelization with respect to the fastest known sequential algo­
rithm, which is calculated as TsjTp. E  is the efficiency given as «S/P, where P 
is the number of processors in the system. Table 8.5 gives the same results for 
the parallelization schemes based on hypergraph partitioning. ‘Global Scheme’ 
indicates the results of the parallelization for global communication scheme, while 
‘Local Scheme’ denotes the results of the parallelization for local communication 
scheme.
Let us consider the overhead of the initialization. As shown, the initialization 
times increase proportional to the number of blocks (P) in the system and to 
the size of the pi’oblem, which is quite reasonable. Furthermore, we saw that the 
time required in implementations based on ID and 2D partitioning is much less 
than the time required in the schemes based on hypergraph partitioning. The 
reason is that the hypergraph partitioning tool PaToH needs more (?» 40 times 
more) run time than the other load balancing algorithms. Nevertheless, the time 
required for the initializations should not exceed a certain amount, since it limits 
the performance. This rule is known as Amdahl’s law [16] which can be expressed 
as follows: If T  is the run time of the fastest known sequential algorithm, and
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D ata
Sets
Yang
Murty
Ts
Parallelization based 
ID partitioning
on
Tp E
Parallelization based 
2D partitioning
on
Tp E
IR160-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
238.06
222.37 
169.19
184.37 
158.97 
144.11
0.028
0.039
0.046
0.048
0.050
0.054
69.07
41.19
31.45
27.38
25.94
26.72
3.45
5.40
5.38 
6.73 
6.13
5.39
0.86
0.67
0.45
0.42
0.31
0.22
0.039
0.048
0.056
0.066
0.072
0.082
73.72 
37.87 
27.69
23.73 
20.02 
21.29
3.23
5.87
6.11
7.77 
7.94
6.77
0.81
0.73
0.51
0.49
0.40
0.28
IR160-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
196.12
186.94
167.63
144.96
92.91
78.28
0.044
0.054
0.061
0.064
0.068
0.071
58.25
31.52
23.90
7.58
18.31
17.49
3.37
5.93
7.01
11.34
5.07
4.48
0.84
0.74
0.58
0.47
0.25
0.19
0.049
0.059
0.070
0.078
0.088
0.094
59.88
32.83
24.23
19.46
17.52
16.16
3.28
5.69
6.92
7.45
5.30
4.84
0.82
0.71
0.58
0.47
0.27
0.20
IR180-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
349.96
292.22
265.87
247.05
231.74
225.54
0.040
0.049
0.050
0.054
0.056
0.057
54.40
26.68
21.50
17.45
16.21
16.58
6.43
10.95
12.37
14.16
14.30
13.60
1.61
1.37
1.03
0.88
0.71
0.57
0.052
0.064
0.069
0.075
0.083
0.090
84.84
47.67
33.03
26.99
22.35
22.56
4.12
6.13 
8.05 
9.15
10.37
10.00
1.03
0.77
0.67
0.57
0.52
0.42
IR180-2
4
8
1 2
16
20
24
292.37
260.16
223.03
210.51
196.11
167.80
0.054
0.059
0.066
0.071
0.075
0.079
96.88
52.82
35.44
26.13
22.98
27.27
3.02
4.93
6.29
8.06
8.53
6.15
0.75
0.62
0.52
0.50
0.43
0.26
0.066
0.071
0.084
0.090
0.099
0.103
70.65
37.68
28.23
21.86
19.91
16.97
4.14
6.90
7.90 
9.63 
9.85 
9.89
1.03
0.86
0.66
0.60
0.49
0.41
IR200-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
384.89
344.05
305.50
279.42
263.67
250.36
0.052
0.065
0.069
0.070
0.072
0.072
94.15
51.56
36.08
26.92
22.98
27.40
4.09
6.67
8.47
10.38
11.47
9.14
1 .0 2
0.83
0.71
0.65
0.57
0.38
0.071
0.082
0.086
0.093
0.105
0.108
96.10
53.04
35.49
28.82
24.76
23.97
4.01
6.49
8.61
9.70
10.65
10.44
1.00
0.81
0.72
0.61
0.53
0.44
IR200-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
374.04
348.99
314.34
286.26
175.95
148.21
0.074
0.088
0.091
0.097
0.099
0 . 1 0 1
89.84
44.66 
32.90 
27.13
24.67 
22.27
4.16
7.81
9.55
10.55
7.13
6.66
1.04
0.98
0.80
0.66
0.36
0.28
0.091
0.101
0.114
0 . 1 2 1
0.127
0.141
93.32
50.46 
35.92 
29.30 
25.19
22.46
4.01
6.92
8.75
9.77
6.98
6.60
1.00
0.86
0.73
0.61
0.35
0.27
Table 8.6. The overall performance of the parallel implementations based on ID 
and 2D partitioning with respect to the fastest known sequential algorithm. Ts 
stands for the sequential run time, T, is the initialization time, Tp is the parallel 
run time, S  is the speedup, and E  is the efficiency. Note that the times are given 
as wall-clock times in minutes.
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D ata
Sets
Yang
Murty
Ts
Parallelization based on ID hypergraph partitioning
Global Scheme
Ti Tp E
Local Scheme
Tp E
IR160-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
238.06
222.37 
169.19
184.37 
158.97 
144.11
0.695
0.705
0.711
0.713
0.715
0.718
61.78
31.29
21.92
16.59
14.27
13.24
3.85
7.11
7.72
11.11
11.14
10.88
0.96
0.89
0.64
0.69
0.56
0.45
0.700
0.707
0.713
0.720
0.722
0.729
60.52
32.98
22.28
18.97
16.58
15.13
3.93
6.74
7.59 
9.72
9.59 
9.52
0.98
0.84
0.63
0.61
0.48
0.40
IR160-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
196.12
186.94
167.63
144.96
92.91
78.28
0.712
0.721
0.728
0.732
0.735
0.737
53.14
28.04
19.66
14.62
12.74
10.90
3.69
6.67
8.53
9.92
7.29
7.18
0.92
0.83
0.71
0.62
0.36
0.30
0.715
0.730
0.743
0.758
0.769
0.783
49.14
25.90
19.21
15.34
13.17
12.75
3.99
7.22
8.72
9.45
7.05
6.14
1.00
0.90
0.73
0.59
0.35
0.26
IR180-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
349.96
292.22
265.87
247.05
231.74
225.54
0.710
0.718
0.720
0.721
0.722
0.724
84.54
44.96
29.22
24.57
20.15
16.78
4.14
6.50
9.10
10.05
11.50
13.44
1.03
0.81
0.76
0.63
0.58
0.56
0.713
0.723
0.732
0.735
0.740
0.746
86.58
46.04
32.32
27.21
23.70
20.56
4.04
6.35
8.23
9.08
9.78
10.97
1. 01
0.79
0.69
0.57
0.49
0.46
IR180-2
4
8
1 2
16
20
24
292.37
260.16
223.03
210.51
196.11
167.80
0.728
0.735
0.737
0.740
0.743
0.744
85.95
39.61
28.31
22.36
18.70
16.01
3.40 
6.57 
7.88
9.41 
10.49 
10.48
0.85
0.82
0.66
0.59
0.52
0.44
0.738
0.759
0.783
0.787
0.814
0.823
79.26
42.00
29.06
22.96
18.95
17.72
3.69
6.19
7.67
9.17
10.35
9.47
0.92
0.77
0.64
0.57
0.52
0.39
IR200-1
4
8
12
16
20
24
384.89
344.05
305.50
279.42
263.67
250.36
0.722
0.726
0.732
0.733
0.735
0.737
92.93
44.29
29.64
24.47
14.25
7.92
4.14
7.77
10.31
11.42
18.50
31.61
1.04
0.97
0.86
0.71
0.93
1.32
0.733
0.745
0.754
0.769
0.788
0.807
91.20
44.77
32.26
26.59
22.13
19.11
4.22
7.68
9.47
10.51
11.91
13.10
1.06
0.96
0.79
0.66
0.60
0.55
IR200-2
4
8
12
16
20
24
374.04
348.99
314.34
286.26
175.95
148.21
0.743
0.755
0.757
0.763
0.768
0.770
100.77
49.20
35.48
28.82
17.90
9.95
3.71
7.09
8.86
9.93
9.83
14.90
0.93
0.89
0.74
0.62
0.49
0.62
0.780
0.820
0.836
0.866
0.888
0.924
105.26
49.22 
37.46
29.23 
24.65 
22.88
3.55
7.09
8.39
9.79
7.14
6.48
0.89
0.89
0.70
0.61
0.36
0.27
Table 8.7. The overall performance of the parallel implementations based on ID 
and 2D partitioning with respect to the fastest known sequential algorithm. Ts 
stands for the sequential run time, Ti is the initialization time, Tp is the parallel 
run time, S  is the speedup, and E  is the efficiency. Note that the times are given 
as wall-clock times in minutes.
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Ts is time of the unparallelizable part, then the maximum obtainable speedup is 
T/Tg. Take the longest initialization time T, =  0.924 (for P  = 24 in IR200-2), 
and the related sequential run time Ts = 148.21. Then, using Amdahl’s law, the 
maximum obtainable speedup would be Ts/Ti = 160.4 on 24 processors, which 
is over the real obtainable value (ideally 24). Hence the time required for the 
initializations are negligible, i.e. they are not affecting the overall performance 
of the system.
Next, let us consider the speedup and the efficiency of the system with re­
spect to the fastest known sequential algorithm. The speedup curves are given 
in Figure 8.6. In practice, it is expected that the speedup increases with the 
increasing number of processors P. However, we saw that the speedup tends to 
decrease after a certain value of P. This degradation is caused by the convergence 
performance of Yang-Murty’s algorithm. Besides, note that the implementation 
based on hypergraph partitioning with global communication yields encouraging 
results with the increasing problem size. The obtained speedup is 31.61 on 24 
processors. The same implementation for local communication scheme is not as 
good as the global scheme. The reason is the ‘owner’ policy used for the as­
signment of the cut components, since it causes an imbalanced distribution of 
them. Actually, it reduces the overall contribution of the cut components to the 
solution, and hence delays convergence. The efficiency curve given in Figure 8.7 
reflects the same results. In this case, we obtained an efficiency of %132 on 24 
processors, again by the implementation based on hypergraph partitioning with 
global communication scheme.
Considering the overall performance results of the parallelization schemes with 
respect to each other, we saw that the parallelization scheme based on hyper­
graph partitioning for global communication obtains the highest performance. 
Furthermore, as expected the 2D scheme performs better than the ID scheme, 
and the scheme based on hypergraph partitioning with local communication per­
forms better than both. Thus, we can say that our experimental results meet our 
expectations.
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Figure 8.6. The overall speedup curves of the parallelization schemes with respect 
to fastest known sequential surrogate constraint algorithm: Overall speedup curve 
of the parallelization based on (a) ID partitioning, (b) 2D partitioning, (c) ID 
partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for global communication scheme, (d) 
ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for local communication scheme.
(a) (b)
4 8 12 16 20
Number of Processors (P)
(c)
24
(d)
Figure 8.7. The overall elBciency curves of the parallelization schemes with re­
spect to fastest known sequential surrogate constraint algorithm: Overall effi­
ciency curve of the parallelization based on (a) ID partitioning, (b) 2D partition­
ing, (c) ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for global communication 
scheme, (d) ID partitioning with hypergraph partitioning for local communica­
tion scheme.
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Finally, we would like to reconsider the overall performance with respect to 
the convergence results, given in Figure 8.3. It can be easily seen that the re­
duction of the average error after the «  2000th iteration is very low («  order of 
10~^). It is obvious that the overall effect of this reduction is invisible to human 
eyes (see [24]). Hence, it would be reasonable to stop the algorithm at that point, 
since the following iterations (~  4000) are negligible in terms of graphical visual- 
ity. Consequently, it can be assumed that the algorithm ‘solves’ the system when 
the average error is reduced down to a certain value. This approximation would 
eliminate the disadvantage of the convergence performance of Yang-Murty’s al­
gorithm, i.e. the convergence performance of the parallel implementations would 
be closer to the fastest known sequential implementation. In this case, the over­
all performance would increase up to the iterational performance obtained with 
respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulations.
Chapter 9
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, several parallelization schemes of the coarse-grain parallel formu­
lation of the surrogate constraint method are proposed and utilized for solution 
of large sparse inequality systems on distributed memory architectures. The par­
allelization schemes are based on the partitioning strategy: ID partitioning and 
2D partitioning. Furthermore, a third parallelization scheme is developed for the 
explicit minimization of the communication overhead in ID partitioning by using 
hypergraph partitioning. The communication overhead is maintained via a global 
communication scheme and a local communication scheme.
In the parallelization based on ID partitioning, uniform rowwise stripped 
partitioning is applied to the system. The load balancing is achieved by row 
permutation through a bin packing based approach. The same approach is ex­
tended for the parallelization scheme based on 2D partitioning. In this scheme, 
uniform checkerboard partitioning is used. The load balancing is obtained by 
asymmetric row/column permutation. In the parallelization based on hypergraph 
partitioning, a computational column-net model is used for the rowwise stripped 
partitioning of the system. In this case, asymmetric row/column permutations 
are performed with respect to the utilized communication scheme.
For the evaluation of the schemes, a general class of image recovery problem is 
formulated as a linear feasibility problem. We focused on the restoration of images 
blurred by so called point spread functions arising from effects such as misfocus of 
the photographic device, atmospheric turbulence or other environmental factors, 
or their combinations.
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We experimentally evaluated 6 distorted systems on a Parsytec CC system 
with 24 processor. We first compare the performance of the proposed schemes 
with respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation in terms of speedup and 
efficiency. Then, we evaluated the convergence performance of the coarse-grain 
parallel formulation. Finally, we consider the overall performance with respect to 
the fastest known sequential surrogate constraint algorithm. Our experimental 
results show that
• With respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation, the implementation 
based on 2D partitioning obtains better performance than the implementa­
tion based on ID partitioning, since it maintains the communication over­
head implicitly. However, the convergence performance is worse because of 
its semantical disadvantage, which implies degradation to the overall per­
formance. Hence, the ID partitioning scheme obtains better results in the 
overall performance.
• With respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation, the implementations 
based on hypergraph partitioning obtain better performance than both of 
the implementation based on ID and 2D partitioning, since they reduce 
the communication overhead explicitly. Moreover, since they also reduce 
the interaction of the system the convergence performance, and hence the 
overall performance is also better.
• In terms of error degradation ability all parallelization schemes perform 
better than the coarse-grain parallel formulation with the increasing number 
of processors.
• With respect to the fastest known sequential algorithm, the convergence 
performance of the parallel implementations tends to become worse with the 
increasing number of processors. However, as the problem size increases, the 
implementation based on hypergraph partitioning for global communication 
scheme gets the ability to compensate for this loss.
• In the overall performance, all parallel implementations, except the one 
based on hypergraph partitioning for global communication scheme, tends 
to lose their accuracy after a certain number of processors, caused by the
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convergence acceleration of the fastest known sequential scheme. But the 
implementation based on hypergraph partitioning with global communica­
tion scheme yields encouraging results, which increase proportional to the 
problem size.
With respect to the coarse-grain parallel formulation, we obtained the highest 
speedup as 22.45, and the highest efficiency as %94 on 24 processors for the imple­
mentation based on hypergraph partitioning with global communication scheme. 
With resj^ect to the fastest known sequential algorithm the overall speedup is 
achieved as .31.36, and the efficiency as %132, again on 24 processors with the 
same implementation.
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